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1
Sustainability
Strategy

LETTER FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
GRI 1.1

For ENAP, due respect for the environment and the communities
where its daily activities are carried out is an issue of vital significance, since it does reflect an essential value of the company. We
are a socially concerned and committed enterprise, and for this
reason we pursue with conviction not only a sustainability policy
based on the mission and vision that inspires our behavior, but
also on concrete facts we want to disclose in this 2011 Sustainability Report, as a testimony of transparency and responsibility
towards our stakeholders.
As life is a superior value in ENAP’s culture, I would like to start
reporting the creation, during this year, of the corporate Health,
Safety and Environment Management, as a milestone of our
social responsibility and a proof of our real concern for individuals.
In 2011, we had to regret the loss of five workers, two from our
own company and three from external collaborators who lost their
lives in labor accidents. The passing away of René Dobson, Manuel
Alvarado, Juan Bernal, Ramón Montenegro and Domingo
Humberto Arboleda is not only an irreparable loss for their
families, but also for our entire company, since in spite of the
efforts made regarding prevention, health and safety for our
employees, these events show that there is still a long way to
go, and their lives force us to systematically strengthen a safety
culture in all our facilities. That is exactly what we are doing.
Working day by day to prevent and avoid these regrettable events,
as well as promoting self-care.
Year 2011 was characterized by a complex international market
scenario, with great volatility of crudes’ price and steep decreases
in refining margins. Alongside with the increase in ENAP costs
related to higher electric power prices, derived from a poor hydrology, the increased price of natural gas and other energy sources
had a negative impact on ENAP results during the Fiscal Year, with
a loss of MM US$ 67 after taxes. This forces us to maintain our
commitment to work with responsibility to assure that ENAP will
be able to successfully face future challenges.
In 2011, the bases for a Corporate Sustainability Policy as approved
by the Board of Directors at the beginning of 2012 were set. This
Policy is the framework for ENAP Group of Companies’ actions
that will allow consolidating our objective of being acknowledged
as a leading company in sustainable development. Together with
this Policy, a management structure has been created in accordance with the challenges we face. A milestone in the company’s
commitment with Corporate Social Responsibility was ENAP’s
becoming a member of Acción RSE, and having active participation
in the Foundation, by becoming part of its Board of Directors.
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Compliance Management was created within the context of an
organization restructuring, to ensure observance of company’s
principles and values regarding good business practices, as
established by the United Nations Global Compact, to which the
company adheres since 2006.
Encouraging harmonious labor relations is another relevant issue
in our strategy. In 2011, labor relations were marked by collective
bargaining with seven labor unions, which were carried out in a
dialogue and openness environment, thus allowing early agreements. Regarding this matter, I want to acknowledge the contribution to the close relations between the company and its employees
made by the former President of the Oil Workers Federation and
company’s Director, Jorge Matute, who passed away on August 23,
as a consequence of a painful disease, while holding his positions.
In environmental management, ENAP finished the remediation of
376 sites and wells at Magallanes, setting a precedent as regards
environmental restoration. Apart from paying a historical debt with
the Region, the effort made shows ENAP commitment to sustainability and to Magallanes community.
Another milestone was Aconcagua Refinery decision to subscribe
voluntarily, together with other ten companies from the QuinteroPuchuncaví industrial quarter, a Clean Production Agreement
(APL) in December 2011, and its commitment to improve environmental conditions in this area, by establishing goals and concrete
actions through public and private efforts, in order to achieve
cleaner and more productive processes.

allowed ENAP to position as a relevant actor in those territories
and geographical locations of Chile where it has competitive
advantages. This strategy has allowed the consolidation of ENAP’s
role as partner-supplier and as a respected competitor within a
competitive market environment, without discrimination and with
the final purpose of contributing to a profitable energy development in Chile.
To assure sustainability for the Exploration & Production business
line, we have defined Enap’s business unit in Magallanes as a
critical point, improving its efficiency, identifying additional
exploration opportunities, where non-conventional hydrocarbon
projects may play a relevant role. In the foreign operations in
Argentina, Ecuador and Egypt, we intend to get access to new
business opportunities in the long term, to consolidate the
Upstream business (Exploration and Production), and we expect to
develop an options portfolio better than the existing one.
In summary, these lines are a small sample of our corporate
economic, social and environmental performance, which we share
with society for the seventh time, restating our commitment with
Chile’s development, with our workers, neighbor communities and
the environment.
ENAP has been an important part of Chile’s productive history
and we are certain that it will continue being so. We are
working to achieve such goal, certain that as in the jigsaw puzzle
that inspires this Report, each piece is a fundamental element to
reach our purpose.

In this sense, ENAP decided to reactivate the natural gas thermal
power plant project “ERA Combined Station”, with the purpose of
ensuring electricity supply for Aconcagua Refinery using one of the
cleanest hydrocarbons available in the world.
In the field of biodiversity conservation, promoting wise use of
wetland in our operations’ areas of influence continues being a
priority responsibility for our company. During the fourth year of
carrying out our Wise Use of Wetlands Program, I want to highlight the consolidation of the conservation process at Ramsar Site
Bahía Lomas, in Magallanes, where we are proud to have contributed to the materialization of a Management Plan for this area of
global relevance. These actions are a part of a strategy to consolidate our businesses sustainability and stability in the medium and
long term, through our Refining & Marketing, and Exploration &
Production lines.
Regarding Refining & Marketing, our purpose is to organize
refining business processes in the best manner, including the
optimal way to place our products: given the new market scenarios,
the structure has been reorganized by integrating the Refining,
Logistics, Trading, Marketing and Optimization units into the
Refining & Marketing business line. The Marketing Policy has

Ricardo Cruzat Ochagavia
Chief Executive Officer
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GRI 1.2

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
ENAP’s sustainability strategy is directly
related to its Business Plan. A fundamental of such business strategy is “to
be acknowledged as a leading company in
sustainable development”. The value offer
is to be a community integrated, environmentally responsible company.
ENAP approaches the Sustainable
Development goal through integrated and
systematic organization management.
The framework of Sustainable Development and CSR management is defined in

the Corporate Sustainability Policy, based
on international standards and industry’s
best practices.

CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
POLICY
In line with the strategic goals of “Being
valued as a reliable company, committed with sustainable development” and
“develop long term relations with local

communities and entities, taking care
of the environment and quality of life”,
ENAP’s Board of Directors approved in
January 2012 the Corporate Sustainability
Policy.
With such policy, ENAP defines the
corporate intention of facing sustainability challenges, and it establishes the
organization’s commitments towards
Sustainable Development.

ENAP’s BUSINESS PLAN FUNDAMENTALS

1 2
1

To become a
business leader
thanks to clients’
preference through
time.

A safe, more productive
and competitive
operation.
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To maintain
leadership and
competitive position
through integrated
growth.

To be acknowledged
as a leading company
in sustainable
development.
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Corporate
Sustainability Policy
ENAP establishes Sustainable Development as one of the four
fundamentals of its Strategic Plan, orienting its value offer to be a
community integrated, environmentally responsible company.
To fulfill its mission, the company seeks to be acknowledged as a
leader in sustainable development, and to encourage an entrepreneurial management that maximizes economic, social and environmental value creation based on the following commitments:

7.- To promote human rights, particularly those of
ethnic minorities and the most vulnerable population, and to reject any kind of discrimination.

8.- To participate in multi-sectoral alliances to
contribute to society through knowledge management, innovation, social inclusion, environmental
education and biodiversity conservation.

1.- To comply with the applicable regulatory framework, as well as with the voluntary principles and
agreements entered into.

2.- To act within a Social Responsibility framework,
consistently with its corporate values, the United
Nations Global Compact principles, international
standards andindustry’s best practices.

3.- To promote an integrity, honesty and transparency culture, including corporate accountability.

4.- To establish and to maintain trustful and mutual beneficial
relations with stakeholders; to take into account their interests
and expectations, and to look for opportunities to create shared
value.
5.- To maintain fair labor practices, a safe and
healthy labor environment, and to promote
individuals’ development.

6.- To incorporate best available technologies, to operate in a safe
and responsible manner and to manage the impact of company’s
operations, products and services with a preventive and environmental efficiency approach.

9.- To maintain a harmonious coexistence with
communities, and to contribute to improve life
quality of life and local development.

10.- To ensure fair operational practices
with suppliers, contractors and business
partners.
11.- To satisfy clients expectations and requirements regarding quality, quantity and opportunity.

12.- To encourage continuous improvement of
company’s sustainability, by means of an integrated
management system, and indicators to assess,
verify and report goals and performance.

13.- To disclose this policy to all stakeholders and
to promote its compliance.

The Sustainability Policy is the action framework of
ENAP, and it applies to all its business lines, international
subsidiaries, business units and operations in general. All
company’s workers are responsible for complying with the
Policy.
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Sustainability and CSR
Management

» HEALTH, SAFETY AND

ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT

ENAP´s commitment with sustainable business management is reflected in the corporate
organizational structure, formally assigning specialized responsibilities to three first-line
functional units: Compliance management; Health, Safety and Environment management,
and Corporate Affairs Management.
Such units have the necessary hierarchy to encourage implementation and continuous
improvement of processes in response to global sustainability standards and industry´s
best practices, providing crossed support to the company’s business lines.

ENAP’s Health, Safety and Environment
Management reports to the Chief Executive
Officer. Its creation, in May 2012, reflects
the company’s commitment to encourage
a management based on industry’s best
practices. One strategic issue and main
focus is strengthening risk prevention.

» CORPORATE AFFAIRS
MANAGEMENT

» COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
Compliance Management reports to
ENAP’s Board of Directors. It develops
actions and initiatives aimed to reinforce
risk prevention and compliance with
best practice standards. In line with the
company’s risk management policy, it
focuses on five priority areas (1) Health,
Safety and Environment; (2) Labor Policy;
(3) Free Competition; (4) Business Probity
and Good Practice; and (5) Relationship
with Authorities and Communities.

In accordance with Law N° 20.393 on Criminal Responsibility of Juridical Persons and
OECD standards, Compliance Management
is analyzing the crime prevention model to
be applied by the company, in order to decrease possibility of crimes such as asset
laundry, terrorism financing and bribery to
domestic and international public officers.

ENAP Corporate Affairs Management,
reporting to the Chief Executive Officer,
is in charge of CSR management. In 2011,
ENAP strengthened its CSR structure,
with the creation of Social Responsibility
Committees and Sustainability Managements at Aconcagua and Bío Bío Refineries, a Community Relations Department at
DAO, and Corporate Affairs Management
at ENAP Magallanes.
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Risks
Risk is inherent to ENAP’s business, and its
integral management is fundamental for
the company’ success.
The company has identified 42 types of
critical risks with potential to adversely
impact on people, the environment, facilities,
assets, reputation and the compliance with
ENAP business strategic plan.
Critical risks are classified in four categories: strategic, operational, compliance and
reporting risks. Business units are responsible for managing their risks and designing
their mitigation plans.
EC 2

ENAP has not analyzed company’s risks
and opportunities related to climate
change.

RISKS IN THE EVENT OF EARTHQUAKE, TSUNAMI, POWER BLACKOUT
AND SABOTAGE/LOOTING
In 2011 ENAP prepared two studies in response to an instruction by the Superintendence
of Electricity and Fuels: the “Integrity Assessment and Normalization Plan of Enap Refinery Facilities”, and “Risk Analysis in the Event of Earthquake, Tsunami, Power Blackout,
and Sabotage/Looting to facilities and/or supply sources of Bío Bío Refinery, Aconcagua
Refinery, Storage and Oil Pipelines Department and R&L Magallanes, and Prevention and
Mitigation Plans (PPM)”.
The “Integrity Assessment” concluded that both Refineries and DAO reasonably resisted
a great earthquake, like the one of February 2010, and that the operations’ staff response
during the event was efficient, timely and, thus avoided greater damages. It was also
established that the Crisis Committee helped reducing the earthquake’s first impact,
and returned fuel delivery to normal, avoiding lack of supply in the central-south zone
of the country, and that the Refineries normal operation recovery was achieved fast and
successfully. It was recommended to implement an alternative emergency communications system.
“Risk Analysis” came to the conclusion that the existing preventive and mitigation controls
are considered adequate to face earthquakes, tsunamis, power blackouts, and sabotage/
looting events. The report was externally audited.
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2011
» COMPLIANCE WITH SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENTS

85% - 100%

30% - 84%

0% - 29%

Complied /Important Progress

Partially Complied

Pending/Not Done

COMMITMENTS 2011

ENERGY

ACTIONS & PROGRESS

COMPLIANCE

To create an Non Conventional Renewable Energy
projects portfolio.

Second generation liquid bio-fuel projects from woody
biomass were managed through ForEnergy S.A. and
Consorcio Biocomsa S.A. The detail on their progress
appears in indicator EN6.

To participate in the Corporate Strengthening
Project for the Expansion of the Energy Market
(FIPME) led by the Ministry of Energy and the
Innovation and Competitiveness Program EU-Chile.

Technical assistance and identification of significant
experiences were delivered. Studies were carried to
know the status of the domestic situation. A diagnosis
and selection of European good practice was made.

To put in place an Energy Efficiency plan at
Magallanes Refinery.

Critical consumptions were identified to prepare the
2011 work plan. Absolute energy savings amounted to
8.2%

To substitute diesel used to generate energy at
Paraíso-Biguno-Huachito (PBH) field in Ecuador by
gas from Mauro Dávalos Cordero (MDC) field.

The project started-up in April 2011, allowing a
decrease in the operational cost of 15%, as well as a
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from gas
burning and venting respectively, in addition to diesel
combustion used at PBHI block.

To formalize and monitor Risk Mitigation Plans at
Aconcagua Refinery, Topping Gregorio, Cabo Negro Plant and Terminal, DAO, Vinapu Terminal in
Eastern Island and Enap Sipetrol Argentina.

Mitigation plans were formalized and monitored by
Enap’s Risk Committee.

To update risk mitigation plans at Bío Bío Refinery
and E&P Magallanes.

The corresponding mitigation plans were updated and
formalized together with the Reliability Departments of
both Refineries

RISK
MANAGEMENT

To implement Risk Plans at the Logistics, Services,
Finance, Human Resources, Development and
Planning and Management areas.

Risks were identified at the Logistics, Services,
Finance, Human Resources areas. The assessment
and design of risk mitigation plans is pending.

Raise awareness and train officers and employees.

Training and information workshops were organized at
Aconcagua Refinery, DAO, E&P and R&L Magallanes
business units.

To carry out “Integrity Assessment and Normalization Plan of Enap Refinery Facilities” and “Risk
Analysis in the Event of Earthquake, Tsunami,
Power Blackout, and Sabotage/Looting, and
Prevention and Mitigation Plans (PPM)” reports.

Both studies were completed and made available to the
authority (SEC). The Risk Analysis was audited by an
external company.

To analyze benchmarking surveys to ARPEL members related to critical risks, indicators and methodologies.

The survey was applied. The number of answers as
insufficient to carry out the analysis.
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2011
» COMPLIANCE WITH SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENTS
COMMITMENTS 2011

BIODIVERSITY

SUSTAINABILITY
MANAGEMENT

OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH &
SAFETY

ENVIRONMENT

To expand the Wise Use of Wetlands program of
Bahía Lomas to other wetlands close to ENAP
operations.

A work table was set at Concón to develop the Wise
Use of Wetlands La Isla at Aconcagua tiver mouth.

To approve the Sustainability Policy and to start its
implementation.

ENAP formalizes the Corporate Sustainability Policy.

To implement the sustainability management
structure at business units.

CSR Committees and Sustainability Management are
created at Aconcagua and Bío Bío Refineries.

To implement the Health, Safety, Environment and
Quality (HSEQ) integral management system at
Enap Sipetrol Argentina.

The HSEQ management system is entirely implemented.

To prepare an Code of Ethics and to create a
Corporate Compliance System.

ENAP Code of Ethics was approved. The new Compliance Management, reporting to ENAP’s Board of
Directors, is created.

To prepare the Addiction Prevention Policy.

The Addiction Prevention Policy was made official
and its socialization and implementation was started.

To strengthen a Occupational Health & Safety
culture.

Although the working plan designed to strengthen
a Occupational Health & Safety culture was carried
out, results indicate that the expected goals were not
achieved.

To certify Level III of the Occupational Health &
Safety Management System GPS-ACHS at DAO.

An 80% implementation level was reached.

To implement an Environmental Prevention and
Mitigation Plan at Aconcagua Refinery, including
odor monitoring with participation of local community.

The Management of Hazardous Substances is
prepared, odor measurement and activities aimed
to prepare the technical bases for environmental
liabilities sanitation.

To prepare and implement a regional program in
response to environmental emergencies at Bío-Bío
Refinery influence area, together with other companies and governmental entities.

The regional Awareness and Preparedness for
Emergencies at Local Level (APELL) program was
implemented and disclosed with the signature of an
environmental cooperation agreement, and participation of authorities and pertinent entities.

To improve clients’ supply process, so that it is

The monthly measurement of Perfect Order indicator
was adopted to control supply management, in order
to measure ENAP’s compliance level with clients in
terms of quality, quantity and timeliness of product
delivery.

acknowledged as a distinctive service.

CLIENTS

ACTIONS & PROGRESS

COMPLIANCE

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY | ENAP 2011

2012
» COMPLIANCE WITH SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENTS
AREA

COMMITMENTS

To summon key actors and to articulate an effective preservation process for the wetland of
Aconcagua River mouth (together with the Environment Ministry and Concón Municipality).

BIODIVERSITY

To support the implementation of “Bahía Lomas Center” in Primavera district, which provides for
a science, education and local development space associated to the preservation of the wetland of
global relevance with that name.
To continue enabling scientific research campaigns on the “Playero ártico” migratory bird
species at Bahía Lomas area (Magallanes), carried out by the School of Science of Universidad
Santo Tomás and the National Wildlife Research Center – Environment Canada.
To socialize and implement the Addiction Prevention Policy.
To expand the “Safety Culture Strengthening” Program to the refineries.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
& SAFETY

To implement a Health & Safety Management System at all ENAP operations.

To support operations’ performance of Occupational Health & Safety management and to develop
a Occupational Health & Safety management model in accordance with industry’s best practices.

To start operation of the Sanitary Center at Bío Bío Contractors’ Yard, to service a staff of 1000
workers, including showers, hygienic services, lockers and dressing rooms.
SUPPLIERS

To include a clause on respect for Human Rights in the agreements with third parties.
To issue a Suppliers Policy.

CLIENTS

To strengthen relations and to assess new business opportunities, ensuring to increase a
profitable interest.
To end the stages of the risk integral management methodology at the Logistics, Services, Finance
and Human Resources Managements.

RISK MANAGEMENT
To implement the Integral Risk Management methodology at the Planning and Management,
Sales and Procurement, Legal and Corporate Affairs Managements.
ENVIRONMENT

To prepare an air quality study, as a part of the environmental cooperation agreement 2008-2012.
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Report
Parameters
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Report Profile
GRI 3.1 - 3.2 - 3.3

The current Sustainability Report covers ENAP’s economic, environmental
and social performance corresponding to calendar year 2011, and is the
seventh consecutive report the Company publishes annually.
GRI 3.4
The report is presented in two formats to enable the access of its different stakeholders: an
electronic version in PDF format, for printing purposes and a second version, in an interactive
electronic format, for a user-friendly surf and consultation.
This document may be found in the company’s Internet site, www.enap.cl. The six previous
Sustainability reports are also available at the website.
ENAP’s contact data, in order to request further information or to make comments on the current
Sustainability Report, are as follows:

» CONTACT INFORMATION
ENAP Corporate Affairs Management
Av. Vitacura 2736, Piso 10, Las Condes
Santiago de Chile
(56)-2-2803224 / (56)-2-2803278
repsustentabilidad@enap.cl
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Coverage
GRI 3.6

ENAP Sustainability Report 2011 covers
all business lines, subsidiaries and units
of the entrepreneurial group in Chile and
other markets. Particularly, the rerport
covers the activities and performance of
the Main Office, the Refining & Marketing
and Exploration & Production Business
Lines in Chile and in Argentina, Ecuador
and Egypt.

Methodology
GRI 3.9

The methodology used to prepare the report is the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines
Version 3.1, approved in 2011. This version is an update of GRI G3 Methodological Framework used by ENAP to prepare its previous term report, which introduces new indicators
and additional requirements regarding the standard disclosures.
The report takes into account, in a partial and referential manner, specific aspects and
indicators for hydrocarbon sector included in the new GRI Sector Supplement for the
industry. The Oil and Gas Sector Supplement (O&GSS) was published in 2011 and it provides
companies with a guideline developed with the specific goal of reflecting the most relevant
issues for the sector. Sector indicators are identified in the report with “OG” acronym.
ENAP intends to gradually incorporate such sector indicators in future reports.
The report also includes, for the fifth consecutive year, the United Nations Global
Compact’s Communication on Progress, a public disclosure to stakeholders on progress
made in implementing the ten principles, to which ENAP adhered in 2006. The “Making
the Connection” tool was used for such purpose, which is an orientation on GRI and Global
Compact joint reporting.
GRI 3.10

The current report does not contain a restatement of the information contained in previous
reports, except in those particular cases expressly indicated.
GRI 3.11

The scope, coverage and assessment methods used in this report do not show significant
changes as compared to previous terms reports.

To define boundary, criteria taken into
account were ENAP’s control and influence
on the different entities, particularly those
where the Company has a direct control
and influence on strategy, management
and supervision.

GRI 3.7 - 3.8

Coverage on the performance of companies and associates where ENAP has an
interest, but does not act as operator was
excluded. Nevertheless, financial results
reported by ENAP include the income
contributed by such companies and
associates.

Assurance
GRI 3.13

For the third consecutive year the information disclosed in the report has been
subject to an external assurance process
carried out by PwC.
The Schedules section includes the results
of the assurance process, which confirmed
Application Level A+ for the report, according to the GRI G3.1 guidelines and GRI Oild
& Gas Sector Supplement.
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Report’ Scope and Boundary
GRI 3.5

The process to define the report’s contents started at the end of 2011
and considered the following instances:

» Internal survey to ENAP employees
» Enquiry to external Stakeholders
» Recommendations from the external assurance provider to the
2010 Sustainability Report

» Enquiry to ENAP corporate officers
» Workshops with ENAP multidisciplinary teams
Survey to Workers
In order to involve employees in the Sustainability Report process,
the company gave a widespread internal coverage to the 2010
Report, enabling electronic access to the document.
Then, ENAP invited all its employees to participate in an anonimous
electronic survey, in order to obtain their perception on 2010 Report
and to request recommendations for future reports. The survey
was carried out as a feedback mechanism, to reflect transparent
participation of workers in the continuous improvement process for
2011 Sustainability Report.
65 answers were received from different ENAP business units, and
86% of the survey participants rated the report as very good or good.

External Stakeholders
ENAP consulted representative leaders from their significant
external stakeholders, with the purpose of learning their perceptions, interests and expectations on the company’s sustainability
management and performance and particularly on the 2010
Sustainability Report. The following entities participated in this
activity:
» Renewable Natural Resources and Biodiversity Management,
Ministry of Environment
» Ecology and Biodiversity Department, Universidad Andrés Bello
» Forum EMPRESA
» Business Ethics and CSR Center, Universidad Alberto Hurtado
» School of Science, Universidad Santo Tomás

» Acción RSE foundation
» Development and Technological Transfer, Research and
Development Vice-Chancellor, Universidad de Chile
» Un Techo para Chile foundation
» United Nations Global Compact - Focus Point Chile
» Innovation Club, Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez
» Representatives from other companies
» Shorebird Recovery Project, Manomet Center for Conservation
Sciences, Southern Cone Program
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Aspects of Interest
as identified by Stakeholders
GRI 4.17

ENAP workers
The most significant recommendations contributed by workers
through the internal survey in order to improve ENAP Sustainability
Report were related to following aspects: Design and format (24%),
Structure (10%), and Report Management (10%).
Among the design and format issues, it was suggested to develop
more interactive formats, to improve photographs and to privilege
visual elements to reduce texts.

Regarding structure, recommendations included representing
business units in a more equitable manner.
As regards the report management, recommendations suggest to
include a greater number of hard indicators, to publish the report
during the first semester of each year and to share it with workers.

Suggestions on subjects to be reported in 2011 term		
Design improvements 			

36.7
20.4

%

10.2

6.1
4.1
4.1 8.2

10.2

Report structure improvements				
			
Report management improvements				
			
2011 Report approval without changes				
			
Identify report’s mistakes 				
Format improvements				
Wording or information delivery improvements			
				

Recommendations from External
Assurance provider
In the “Memorandum on Project Termination – Limited Independent Assurance
on 2010 Sustainability Report”, issued in
October 2011, PwC makes recommendations to improve the Sustainability Report
generation processes, as well as of the
data and information that are a part of the
Report.

EXTERNAL ASSURANCE RECOMMENDATIONS
To continue strengthening the application and exposure of the materiality principle,
limiting its content to subjects and indicators pertinent to the industry and stakeholders.
In the application of the stakeholders’ participation principle, to continue enhancing the the
report scope and contents definition processes to external entities, with a greater integration of regional business units.
To make progresses in the quantification of direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions
of the entire company.
To enhance the scope and report of ozone-depleting substances emission indicators
(EN19), and other significant emissions (EN20).
To convert the Report into a permanent management tool, apart from being a vehicle for
external communication, reinforcing the development of internal capabilities.
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External Stakeholders

Response to Stakeholders Expectations regarding ENAP 2011
Sustainability Report

The main expectations expressed by ENAP´s external stakeholders regarding the Sustainability Report appear in the following
table.

In the 2011 Sustainability Report, ENAP made an effort to focus
with greater attention on the issues of interest as expressed by its
different stakeholders.

» EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATIONS
1. To explain ENAP’s role as a leading actor in the domestic energy
matrix.
2. To explain the Company’s policy regarding Non Conventional
RenewableEenergies, such as geothermal.

In response to identified expectations, the following improvements
were made, among other:
» Description of ENAP’s value chain
» ENAP’s role in the Chilean fuels market and influence on the
price to final consumer

3. To explain ENAP’s influence on fuels price setting in Chile.

» General description of ENAP’s international operations

4. To explain the Company’ social role to ensure fuels supply under
domestic contingency scenarios.

» Inclusion of new issues of interest for the industry, particularly
GRI (OG) sector indicators, including information on reserves,
research investment and renewable energies development, hydrocarbon venting, fuels contents, produced water generated,
among other

5. To explain why ENAP is going international.
6. To deliver clearer messages.
7. Not to get stuck in GRI methodology.

» Inclusion of contingent issues

8. To incorporate “further metrics” or hard indicators.

» Further elaboration and coverage of environmental management hard indicators

9. To explain how the relative weight of the issues dealt with is
determined.

» Clearer and direct messages, less technical language

10. To describe how ENAP takes responsibility for its environmental
impacts; to report real challenges for a “polluting” industry and
how they are approached.

» Emphasis on visual development and design, to graphically
explain the most significant processes and to enable their
understanding by different audiences

11. To approach contingent issues, such as “La Greda” case; ENAP’s
impact through GNL Quintero; gas conflict at Magallanes.

» Report interactive version for electronic access

12. To show the lessons learnt/adopted after BP spill.
13. To report measures taken by ENAP to revert undesired situations
and improve management.
14. To clearly define the target audience for the report and to publish
specific issues of interest.
15. To provide context to the Wise Use of Wetlands program as a part
of biodiversity management.
16. To prepare a document with a more user-friendly and interactive
format.
17. To illustrate with testimonial photographs.

» ENAP’s updated photographs related to its activities in real
situations
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ENAP PROFILE
GRI 2.1 - 2.6

Empresa Nacional del Petróleo (ENAP) is a public company owned by the Chilean State. It
was created by Law Nº 9,618 of June 19, 1950, as amended by different subsequent laws.
It operates as a commercial company, under a public law juridical regime and it has an
autonomous management.
GRI 2.3 - 2.4 - 2.5

ENAP’s main business is the exploration, production, refining and marketing of hydrocarbons and their by-products. ENAP’s headquarters are located in Santiago, Chile.

ENAP develops its productive activities
through two Business Lines:
Exploration & Production
(E&P)

Refining & Marketing
(R&C)

Scale of ENAP
GRI 2.8
PARAMETER

MEASUREMENT UNIT

2011

2010

WORKFORCE

Total Number

2,896

2,950

NET SALES

Millions of US$

10,835

8,180

TOTAL ASSETS

Millions of US$

6,203

5,532 (1)

TOTAL LIABILITIES

Millions of US$

5,822

5,076 (1)

EQUITY

Millions of US$

381

456

Millions of US$

9,782

7,525

Thousands of cubic meters (Mm3)

12,534

13,397

REFINED PRODUCTS SALES

(1)

Total Assets and Liabilities: MMUS$ 5,733 for Total Assets and MMUS$ 5,277 for Total Liabilities were reported in the 2010
Report. The difference as compared to the amounts reported in this edition is the result of restatements to the financial statements as of December 31, 2010, related to the net presentation of deferred taxes temporary differences.
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Significant Changes
in Size and Structure during 2011
GRI 2.9

Liquified Natural Gas Regasification
Plant start-up at Pemuco district,
Eighth Region, in June, 2011. This
fuel entirely supplies the energy
requirements for the productive
processes of Bío Bío Refinery.

Discovery of Teno N°1 well
at Arenal Block, natural
gas producer in Tierra del
Fuego, Magallanes, which
production tests delivered
gas flows.

Placement of bonds in the international
debt market in the amount of US$ 500
million, at a 10-year term. The cover
rate was 4.75% (“Coupon”) and the
issue rate (“Yield”) was 4.965%, which
corresponds to 285 base points (2.85%)
above the 10-year United States of
America Treasury Bond.

Sale of ENAP’s 40% interest in Energía Andina S.A. to
Origin Energy Geothermal Chile Limitada, for US$ 12
million. Energía Andina S.A. was created in 2008 by ENAP
and Antofagasta Minerals S.A. with the purpose of developing
geothermal energy projects in Chile.

On August 1st, 2011, Mr. Ricardo Cruzat
Ochagavía was appointed Chief Executive Officer in replacement of Mr.
Rodrigo Azócar Hidalgo.

Entering into a 5-year
Suscripción de un conterm financing agreetrato de financiamiento
ment in the amount of
por un monto de US$
US$300 million, aimed
300 millones, a un plazo
to refinance liabilities.
de 5 años, destinado a
The loan’s applicable
refinanciar pasivos. El
annual interest rate is
préstamo tiene una tasa
LIBOR + 0.8%
de interés anual aplicable
de LIBOR + 0,8%.

Entering into an agreement, in October, 2011, with the Ministry of
Non-Renewable Natural Resources of Ecuador, for the Exploration
and Oil Exploitation of “3 Jambelí Block”, located at Guayaquil Gulf.
ENAP increases its assets portfolio in Ecuador, by incorporating
an inland and offshore mixed area of 4,000 km2 to its exploratory
activity.
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GRI 2.4 - 2.5

ENAP WORLDWIDE

EGYPT
» Cairo Main Office
» East Ras Qattara Block
» Rommana Block

ECUADOR
» Quito Main Office
» MDC and PBHI Block
» Primax

PERU
» MANU
» Primax

CHILE
» Santiago Main Office
» Aconcagua Refinery
» Bío Bío Refinery
» Maipú, San Fernando and
Linares Plants
» ENAP in Magallanes
» Eastern Island Vinapu
Terminal for Fuel Storage

ARGENTINA
» Buenos Aires Main Office
» Sipetrol of. Buenos Aires
» Sipetrol of. Río Gallegos
» Sipetrol of. Comodoro Rivadavia
» Marine Southern Basin:
· Magallanes Area Block
· CAM 2-A South
· E2 (ex CAM 1-CAM 3)
» San Jorge Gulf Basin:
· Main Camp Block-Cañadón Perdido
· Pampa del Castillo Block
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GRI 2.3 - 2.5

Exploration & Production
Business Line
The Exploration & Production Business Line is mainly devoted to
oil and natural gas exploration, development and production. It
manages hydrocarbons exploration and production assets in four
countries, and it participates in the development of new energy
sources, such as geothermal.
In Chile, ENAP exploits hydrocarbons fields at Magallanes region.
Crude production supplies only 2% of the domestic demand. With
the purpose of increasing natural gas reserves in Magallanes,

OG 1

» OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION OF THE EXPLORATION &
PRODUCTION BUSINESS LINE [MM BOE]
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0

9.8

7.1

10.0
5.0
00

Oil

OG 1

10.7

10.1

2010

2011
Natural gas

» ENAP 2011 OIL & GAS PROVEN RESERVES
HYDROCARBONS

HYDROCARBON TYPE

OIL

NATURAL GAS

THOUSAND OF CUBIC
METERS [Mm3]

MILLION BARREL
OF OIL EQUIVALENT
[MM BOE]

11,404

71.7

10,151,870

59.8

TOTAL RESERVES IN MILLION BARREL OF
OIL EQUIVALENT [MM BOE]

131.48

the company develops exploratory activities at Dorado-Riquelme
Blocks, in the continenal area and Intracampos, in Tierra del
Fuego.
The growth of this Business Line is based on the enhancement of
the international activities. Outside the country, ENAP operates
through its subsidiary Enap Sipetrol S.A., and it carries out production and exploration activities in three countries: Argentina,
Ecuador and Egypt.
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» ENAP SIPETROL ARGENTINA
SAN JORGE GULF BASIN
Chubut Province

MAIN CAMP AREA –
CAÑADÓN PERDIDO
Socio con YPF/ No Operador
Participación

50%

Inversión Neta

MUS$ 48,343

BUENOS AIRES HEADQUATERS

Comodoro Rivadavia
Gulf
San Jorge

Activities since 1991
Approx. Invest

MUS$ 1,000

Production

1.800 m3/day/
crude and
1.050 Mm3 day/gas

Main Office

Buenos Aires

PAMPA DEL CASTILLO AREA
Owner 100% and Operator
Net Investment

MUS$ 138,000

SOUTHERN BASIN
Santa Cruz Province

COMODORO RIVADAVIA OFFICE

E2 AREA (EX CAM3 Y CAM1)
PUERTO PUNTA QUILLA
OFFICE

UTE with YPF and ENARSA

Río Gallegos

Interest

33% - Operating Partner

ÁREA MAGALLANES

RÍO GALLEGOS OFFICE

Interim Agreement with companies (UTE)
with YPF

RECEPTIÓN FACILITIES
MAGALLANES

RECEPCIÓN FACILITIES
TIERRA DEL FUEGO

Interest

50% - Operating Partner

Net Investment

MUS$ 120,955

POSEIDÓN AREA
CAM2-A SUR BLOCK
UTE with YPF

RÍO GRANDE
OFFICE

Exploitation Area

Interest

50% - Operating Partner

Exploration Area

Net Investment

MUS$ 538
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» ENAP SIPETROL ECUADOR
Rí

FCO. DE ORELLANA PROVINCE

oC

oc
a

INTRACAMPOS BLOCK

Fco. de Orellana

Río

Nap

o

Started exploratory stage with 3D seismic
study in 2011

MAURO DÁVALOS CORDERO
(MDC) BLOCK
Crude Production Specific Services
Agreements with EP Petroecuador, since
2003

QUITO
MAIN OFFICE
Guayaquil

PARAÍSO, BIGUNO Y HUACHIPATO
(PBH) BLOCK
Investment
2003 - 2011

MUS$ 220

Approx.
Production

14,000 bbl/día

Main Office

Quito

Crude Production Specific Services
Agreements with EP Petroecuador, since
2003

Guayaquil
Gulf

Isla Puna

GUAYAQUIL GULF

3 JAMBELÍ BLOCK

Machala
Exploitation Area

Geological studies awarding and start-up
in 2011

Exploration Area

» ENAP SIPETROL EGIPTO

Port Said
Alexandria

Cairo
Suez

CAIRO
MAIN OFFICE

Investment
2004 - 2011

MUS$ 211

Main Office

El Cairo

EAST RAST QATTARA BLOCK

2 ROMMANA BLOCK

Net Investment

MUS$ 36,243

Area

6,200 km2

Interest

50.5% with Kuwait
Energy Company

Interest

40% - Operating Partner

Net Investment

MUS$ 1,329

Operating Partner

Exploration agreement with PTTEP (30%)
and Cenrica (30%)
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» ENAP MAGALLANES

Gas and oil production in the continental area, Tierra del Fuego island and Off-Shore at Magellan
Strait.

Gas Exploration through Oil Operation Special Agreements (CEOP), in alliance with Pan American
Energy LLC, Greymounth and Apache, at Coirón, Lenga and Caupolicán blocks respectively.

3.000 Km of oil and gas pipelines.

PUNTA ARENAS
MAIN OFFICE
PLANTS

GREGORIO MULTIBOYAS
REFINERY AND TERMINAL
Puerto
Natales

Atmospheric
distillation

Type

Esperanza

Monte Aymond

POSESIÓN PLANT
Type

BRP

Villa Tehuelches

Daniel

Nudo
Pecket

Punta Arenas

BRC
Percy

Cerro Sombrero

Natural gas processing
(Turboexpander)

CULLEN PLANT
Type

Compressing unit and
dew point adjustment

CABO NEGRO - LAREDO
INDUSTRIAL PARK

Porvenir

Type

LPG fractioning, Refrigerated
LPG Nautical Terminal and
Fuels Plant, Dockyard and
Workshops

PIPELINES

GAS PIPELINES NETWORK

POLY PIPELINES NETWORK (LPG)
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GRI 2.3 - 2.5

Refining and Marketing
Business Line
Refining and marketing activities are managed by Enap Refinerías
S.A. subsidiary, the only oil-refining company in Chile, and the
most relevant in the Central and South America Pacific coast.
Refining is carried out at three refineries: Aconcagua Refinery,
in the V Region, Bío Bío Refinery, in the VIII Region, and Gregorio
Refinery, in Magallanes, XII Region.

The Storage and Pipelines Department (DAO) is responsible for the
storage and transportation of liquid and gaseous fuels; operation
and maintenance of pipelines; fuel sales to distributors and industrial companies, and of products’ exports.
Enap Refinerías S.A. participates in Non Conventional Renewable
Energy development, such as bio- fuels.

ACONCAGUA REFINERY
Start-up

November 12, 1955

Location

Concón District, Valparaíso Region, Chile

Products

Liquefied Gas, gasoline with different octane ratings, household
and aviation kerosene, diesel, solvents, fuel oils, asphalt pitch
and coke.

Refining Capacity

104,000 barrels/day of crude oil

Main Facilities

» Aconcagua Refinery Industrial Complex
» Quintero Nautical Terminal
» Vinapu Terminal – Easter Island

BÍO BÍO REFINERY
Start-up

July 29, 1966

Location

Hualpén District, Biobío Region, Chile

Products

Ethylene, Propylene, Propane Butane, Gasoline, Household Kerosene, Aviation Kerosene, Diesel Oil, Fuel Oil, Asphalt Pitch, Coke,
Sodium, Sulfur hydrosulfide.

Refining Capacity

116,000 barrels/day of crude oil

Main Facilities

» Bío Bío Refinery Industrial Complex
» San Vicente Nautical Terminal

GREGORIO REFINERY
Location

San Gregorio District, XII Magallanes and Chilean Antarctic, XII
Region.

Products

Diesel oil, aviation kerosene and naphta

Market

Fuels supplier of Magallanes Region and the rest of ENAP
Refineries

Refining Capacity

15,000 barrels/day of crude oil

Main Facilities

» Gregorio Multiboyas Refinery and Terminal
» Cabo Negro Fuels Plant and Loading Yard
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» STORAGE AND PIPELINES DEPARTMENT (DAO)

PLANTS
MAIPÚ PLANT
Type

Storage and
Distribution Plant.

Region

Metropolitan Region

Storage Capacity
(m3)

23,770 (LPG)
177,171 (Clean P.)

ACONCAGUA REFINERY

PIPELINES
SAN FERNANDO PLANT

Concón

CONCÓN-MAIPÚ (SONACOL)
CLEAN PRODUCTS

Maipú

Length (km)

127

Diameter

16”

Graneros

Flow

520

Rosario

Type

Storage and
Distribution Plant.

Region

VI Region

Storage Capacity
(m3)

34,022 (LPG)
55,500 (Clean P.)

Stgo.
Viluco

San Fdo.

LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS

MOLINA STATION

Length (km)

139

Diameter

10 3/4”

Type

Pumping Station

Flow

430

Region

VII Region

Curicó

Linares

SAN FDO.-MAIPÚ (SONACOL)
Length (km)

133

Diameter

6 5/8”

Flow

100

LINARES PLANT

Bulnes

Type

Storage and
Distribution Plant.

Region

VII Region

Storage Capacity
(m3)

1,966 (LPG)
23,700 (Clean P.)

BULNES-CHILLÁN-SAN FDO.
Length (km)

268

Diameter

8 5/8”

Flow

140

BÍO BÍO-BULNES-CHILLÁN
Length (km)

82

Diameter

10 3/4”

Flow

185

BÍO BÍO REFINERY

CHILLÁN STATION
Type

Pumping Station

Region

VIII Region

PEMUCO PLANT
Type

Regasification
Plant

Region

VIII Region
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GRI 2.3

ENAP Subsidiaries
DOMICILE

RELATIONS WITH PARENT
COMPANY

INTEREST
(31.12.11)

Chile

Direct Subsidiary

99.98%

Argentina

Direct Subsidiary

100.00%

ENAP SIPETROL S.A.

Chile

Direct Subsidiary

100.00%

GAS DE CHILE S.A.

Chile

Direct Subsidiary

100.00%

COMPAÑIA HIDRÓGENO DEL BÍO BÍO S.A.

Chile

Special purpose entity

10.00%

Argentina

Indirect Subsidiary

100.00%

United Kindom

Indirect Subsidiary

100.00%

SIPETROL INTERNATIONAL S.A. (URUGUAY)

Uruguay

Indirect Subsidiary

100.00%

SOCIEDAD INTERNATIONAL PETROLERA ENAP ECUADOR

Ecuador

Indirect Subsidiary

100.00%

MANU PERÚ HOLDING S.A.

Perú

Indirect Subsidiary

100.00%

ENERGÍA CONCÓN S.A. (ENERCON)

Chile

Indirect Subsidiary

100.00%

ÉTERES Y ALCOHOLES S.A. (ETALSA)

Chile

Indirect Subsidiary

100.00%

PETROSUL S.A.

Chile

Direct Subsidiary

100.00%

PRODUCTORA DIESEL S.A. (PRODISA)

Chile

Indirect Subsidiary

100.00%

COMPANY

ENAP REFINERÍAS S.A.
PETRO SERVICIOS CORP. S.A. (ARGENTINA)

ENAP SIPETROL ARGENTINA S.A.
ENAP SIPETROL (UK) LIMITED
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GRI 2.3

ENAP Interest in Associates 2011
» SUBSCRIBED AND PAID CAPITAL (MUS$)
Includes ENAP and subsidiaries interest
CÍA
LATINOAMERICANA
PETROLERA S.A.

40.00 %

PETROPOWER ENERGÍA
LTDA.

15.00 %

BIOCOMSA S.A.

32.00 %

Enap Refinerías S.A. subsidiary’s interest
Enap Sipetrol S.A. subsidiary’s interest
FORENERGY S.A.

40.00 %

PRIMAX HOLDING
S.A.

PRIMAX S.A.

49.00 %

49.00 %

» 3,101.2

» 70,461.0

» 903.0

» 691.0

» 0.8

» 62,820.0

GOLFO DE GUAYAQUIL
PETROENAP CÍA DE
ECONOMÍA MIXTA

TERMINALES
MARÍTIMAS
PATAGÓNICAS S.A.

A & C PIPELINE
HOLDING

EMPRESA NACIONAL
DE GEOTERMIA S.A.

GASODUCTO DEL
PACÍFICO (ARGENTINA)
S.A.

GASODUCTO DEL
PACÍFICO (CAYMAN)
LTD.

22.80 %

22.80 %

» 55,396.0

» 50.0

40.00 %

13.79 %

36.25 %

49.00 %

» 100.0

» 3,617.1

» 900.0

» 16,024.0

GASODUCTO DEL
PACÍFICO (CHILE) S.A.

GEOTÉRMICA
DEL NORTE S.A.

GNL CHILE S.A.

GNL QUINTERO S.A.

INNERGY HOLDINGS
S.A.

20.00 %

25.00 %

» 114,058.0

» 191,513.0

25.00 %

48.60 %

» 105,842.0

» 112,836.0

OLEODUCTO
TRASANDINO
(ARGENTINA) S.A.

OLEODUCTO
TRASANDINO (CHILE)
S.A.

35.79 %

35.83 %

33.33 %
» 3,026.0
SOCIEDAD NACIONAL DE
OLEDUCTOS S.A.

10.06 %
» 34,686.0

» 8,621.0

» 114,745.0

SOCIEDAD NACIONAL
MARÍTIMA S.A.

12.97 %
» 9,281.0

NORGAS S.A.

42.00 %

» 5,758.3

COMPAÑIA DE
HIDRÓGENO DEL
BÍO BÍO S.A.

INVERSIONES
ELECTROGAS S.A.

10.00 %

15.00 %

» 6,597.0

» 61,832.0
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ENAP 2011
Awards and Acknowledgments
GRI 2.10

Disabled Labor Force
Inclusion

Use and management of
SENCE taxation facility
for training

Vice-Presidence of the Republic of
Ecuador and Fundación General
Ecuatoriana
grant the acknowledgment to

Magallanes Regional Government and
Servicio Nacional de Capacitación y
Empleo (SENCE)
grant the acknowledgment to

Centro Cultural “José Manuel
Balmaceda” of Concón
grants the acknowledgment to

Enap Sipetrol Ecuador

Enap Magallanes

Refinería Aconcagua
Open House

for being one of the 25 companies with
best practices on labor inclusion of disabled individuals in Ecuador.

For training vulnerable population from
the community in the hydrocarbons
industry tasks, and for offering positions
to 4 participants. The company with
the largest amount of pre-agreements
during 2010.

Contribution to Cultural
Development

Contribution to the cultural development
of the area and its inhabitants.

Risk Prevention

National Safety
Council Award

Quality of Life
Award 2011

49° Annual Safety Competition.
grants the acknowledgment to

Chilean National Safety Council
grants the acknowledgment to

Caja de Compensación de Los Andes
grants the acknowledgment to

Aconcagua Refinery

Aconcagua Refinery

Enap Magallanes

25% decrease in the Frequency Indicator
in 2010, as compared to the average of
years 2009 and 2008.

Obtaining the lowest frequency rate in
its category in 2010.

One of the outstanding companies in the
southern zone, acknowledging its labor
practices and the support to its workers’
well-being.
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4
Corporate
Governance
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
GRI 4.1 - 4.2 - 4.3

ENAP’s corporate governance top entity is the Board of
Directors. Its composition, role and functions are defined by
ENAP Organic Law, as well as by the company’s by-laws.
The Board of Directors has eight members, according to the
following composition:

»

Minister of Energy, who since the enactment of Law N°20,402
which created the Ministry of Energy, on April 29, 2010, acts as
Chairman of the Board.

»

»

ENAP BOARD OF DIRECTORS
» 1 MINISTER OF ENERGY
» 1 CORFO EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT
» 3 DIRECTORS APPOINTED BY CORFO
» 3 DIRECTORS FROM PRIVATE SECTOR

Executive Vice-President of Corporación de Fomento de la
Producción (CORFO), who holds the position of Vice-Chairman of
ENAP’s Board of Directors.

»

Three directors appointed by CORFO, including the President of
the Chilean Oil Labor Union Federation (FENATRAPECH), to whom
CORFO has traditionally granted one position.

»

Three directors representing the private sector, appointed by
the following entities: National Mining Society (SONAMI), Chilean
Institute of Mining Engineers, and the Federation of Chilean
Industry (SOFOFA).
ENAP’s Board members do not hold executive positions within
the company. They hold their positions for three years and may be
re-elected or demoted by their corresponding principals. The
latter does not apply to the Chairman or Vice-Chairman.

8 MEMBERS

4 COMMITTEES

» AUDIT AND COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
» AGREEMENTS COMMITTEE
» PROJECTS, BUSINESS AND INVESTMENTS COMMITTEE
» COMMITTEE ON ISSUES RELATED TO INDIVIDUALS,
FACILITES AND THIRD PARTIES’ SAFETY, LABOR
POLICIES AND HUMAN RESOURCES GENERAL ISSUES.

GRI 4.4

The Board of Directors composition ensures direct communication
channels with ENAP’s owner and employees.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND TOP
MANAGEMENT COMPENSATION
GRI 4.5

GRI 4.7 - 4.9 - 4.10

No procedures have been established to determine the capabilities and competences regarding social, environmental and economic issues required from ENAP’s Board members to lead the
Company’ strategy. Likewise, no mechanisms have been created to
assess their performance.

ENAP’s remuneration to the Board members for their attendance
to meetings, commissions or committees is determined by Law
and it is not related to the company’s results. On the contrary, in
the case of its officers, with the exception of the Chief Executive
Officer, the company applies a Variable Compensation System,
whose purpose is to encourage value adding to the Company,
improve team work and individual performance.
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ENAP Board of Directors
Jorge Bunster Betteley

Hernán Cheyre Valenzuela

CHAIRMAN
Business Manager
Ministry of Energy

VICE-CHAIRMAN
Business Manager
Corporación de Fomento de la
Producción (Corfo)

Felipe Morandé Lavín

Fernando Ramírez Pendibene

DIRECTOR
Economist
Corporación de Fomento de la
Producción

DIRECTOR
Civil Engineer
Chilean Institute of Mining
Engineers

Rodolfo Krause Lubascher

Ramón Jara Araya

DIRECTOR
Chemical Civil Engineer
Sociedad de Fomento Fabril
(Sofofa)

DIRECTOR
Attorney
Sociedad Nacional de Minería
(Sonami)

Carlos Díaz Vergara
DIRECTOR
Business Manager
Corporación de Fomento de la
Producción

Jorge Fierro Andrade
DIRECTOR
Chemical Plants Technical
Operator/ President FENATRAPECH
Corporación de Fomento de la
Producción
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ENAP
Organizational Chart
GRI 2.3

ENAP Board of
Directors

Compliance
Management

Audit

Chief Executive
Officer

n
Corporate
Affairs

Communications

Procurement

Legal

Planning &
Management

Health, Safety &
Environment

Enap Sipetrol
S.A.
Exploration
& Production
Management

Enap Refinerías
S.A.
Refining
& Marketing
Management

Human
Resources

Finances
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Mission and Vision
GRI 4.8

MISSION
Energy integrated company, wholly-owned by the Chilean State,
hydrocarbons leading company which supplies products and services to satisfy its clients’ needs and to contribute to the sustainable development of the countries and communities where it is
present, operating in a competitive manner.

Good Corporate
Governance Principles
GRI 4.6

As a public company, ENAP is ruled by Organic Constitutional
Law N° 18,575 on General for the State Management, as amended by Law N° 19,653 on Management Probity Applicable to State
Management Entities, which regulates in detail the principles of
control, probity, transparency and access to public information.

VISION
To accomplish the mission in order to satisfy the following aspirations:

» To gain clients’ preference with competitive prices.
» To become the leading logistics and/or business operator.
» To ensure a competitive supply by making part of alliances, even
»
»
»
»
»

though their production does not physically reach Refineries.
To profitably participate in all links of the business chain,
minimizing r risks.
To operate under efficiency and reliability levels, to be competitive in all the business’ processes and to be of support.
To replace and increase reserves.
To be acknowledged as a leading company in sustainable
development.
To have an efficient, collaborative and committed team.

In 2010, ENAP voluntarily adopted the “Good Corporate Governance
Principles and Guidelines for ENAP Representative Directors in
Related Companies”, based on Chilean regulations applicable to
stock companies (Law 18,046) and international good practice.
They guide ENAP’s Directors to avoid conflicts of interest, and
deliver guidance to ENAP’s Committee of Investments in Related
Companies (CIER) for coordination and follow-up.
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Ethics and Compliance
Program
In order to maintain the highest ethical principles and to comply with the applicable
standards and regulations in all its activities and businesses, ENAP approved in 2011 a
Compliance Management structure, reporting to the Board of Directors. The purpose of
this Management is to implement the actions and programs aimed to avoid standards
and good practice non-compliance.
In addition, the Ethics Committee was created with the purpose of reviewing cases of eventual infringements to ENAP’s Ethics Code. With the structure above, ENAP has become one
of the leading companies in standards’ risk prevention models, both at public and private
levels.
The Ethics and Compliance Program is aimed to strengthen a culture of ethical behavior to
protect the Company’s reputation; to strengthen employees’ protection; to build relations
with clients, suppliers, contractors, investors, authorities and internal and external entities; to avoid legal and regulatory non-compliance, thus avoiding the costs derived from
fines and penalties.

ETHICS CODE
As a part of the Ethics and Compliance Program, and with the purpose of promoting the
Company’s values and the attainment of its business purposes, ENAP developed an Ethics
Code which was approved at the end of 2011.
The essential values inspiring this code are: respect for individuals’ dignity, responsibility,
transparent action, productivity and processing, which orientate decision making and the
company’s employees and executives’ behavior, making their action coherent with such
values and principles.

PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE
GRI 4.11

When adhering to the United Nations Global Compact, ENAP made a commitment to comply
with Principle Nº 7 of adopting a precautionary approach, ensuring its processes and products comply with the highest standards regarding individuals’ health and safety, and with the
environment’s protection.

INTEGRITY AND ANTI-CORRUPTION
SO 2

“Fraud and Other Illicit Actions” are a critical risk of ENAP’s Risk Integral Management model.
In 2011, critical risks were identified at the Logistics, Services, Finances and Human Resources
Managements. This way, the company’s business units have fraud and other illicit actions prevention and mitigation plans available whenever such risks have been defined as critical for the
unit. In 2012, the company with continue strengthening the Risk Integral Management policy.

SO 3 - SO 4

In 2011, ENAP did not organize training activities for employees on company’s anticorruption policies and procedures. No
corruption incidents were detected in the
Group of Companies during this term.
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5
Stakeholder
Engagement
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Endorsement of
sustainability
principles and externally
developed initiatives
ENAP participates in different
alliances with public, private and
civil society entities, with the
purpose of contributing to
knowledge management, to
promote sustainable development and to collaborate with
initiatives towards environmental
and social value creation.

GRI 4.12

» UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL COMPACT

» INNOVACHILE CORFO

Since 2006 ENAP, formally supports the United Nations Global
Compact, and to make progresses in the implementation of the
Compact’s ten universal principles. Since 2007 the Company
publishes, together with its Sustainability Report, a Communication on Progress (COP), which. In Chile, ENAP is a member of the
UN Global Compact focal point and participates at its different
committees.

In March, 2011 CORFO granted a fund for the development of the
Project “Innovation Management Capabilities” in alliance with the
Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship of Universidad Adolfo
Ibañez. Its purpose is to develop and/or strengthen the company’s
innovation capabilities through the systematization of I+D+i practices as permanent routines in the business.

» ACCIÓN RSE

» UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE

In 2011 ENAP formally joined the Chilean entrepreneurial CSR
foundation “Acción RSE” as an active partner. Since February 2012,
ENAP is a member of its Board of Directors.

Joint development agreement to manage knowledge and innovation in the sustainability area, specifically in energy efficiency and
renewable energies development related to the hydrocarbon and
energy sector in general (Second Generation - Biodiesel research).
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Membership in Associations
GRI 4.13

» ARPEL

» OIL INDUSTRY CHAMBER (CIP)

ENAP participates at the different committees of the Regional Association of the Oil, Gas and Biofuels Sector Companies in Latin America and
the Caribbean

Enap Sipetrol Argentina is a member of the Oil Industry Chamber
(CIP), which gathers the main hydrocarbons exploration, production and refining companies in Argentina.

» CSR CIDERE BÍO BÍO GROUP

» HYDROCARBONS EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION CHAMBER

Bío Bío Refinery, together with other 27 entities in the public and private sector of the VIII Region and the main productive companies in
the area, established in 2008 the first CSR working group under the
wing of Bío Bío Industrial Corporation for Regional Development, Cidere Bío Bío. Its purpose is to exchange know-how and to promote
joint actions around CSR

» CONCEPCIÓN INDUSTRIAL CHAMBER (CPCC)
Refinería Bío Bío is a partner of this entrepreneurial association
that gathers 150 companies of Concepción Province. The work
is focused on the promotion of regional productive development
and the strengthening of the private sector as a relevant factor for
Biobío Region well-being.

» MAGALLANES OIL, GAS AND CARBON CHAMBER
ENAP and other companies operating in the region promote.
through this organization. the exploration and development of hydrocarbon and coal at Magallanes, encouraging best operational
practices and the efficient use of hydrocarbons.

» ARGENTINE OIL AND GAS INSTITUTE, IAPG
Enap Sipetrol Argentina participates in Institutional Relations, Legal
Affairs, Environment, Production commissions, among other.

(CEPH)

Enap Sipetrol Argentina participates in the Managing Commission,
Inter-Chambers Commission and Communications Commission of the
Hydrocarbons Exploration and Production Chamber (CEPH).

» OTHER MEMBERSHIPS
ENAP, through its subsidiaries and business units also participates
as a member in many other entrepreneurial and sector entities:

» American Chamber of Commerce, AmCham Chile
» Regional Institute of Business Management, IRADE
» Chilean Institute of Business Rational Management, ICARE

Public Policy
SO 5

» ENAP presented the Ministry of Energy with a “Standards Proposal for LNG Transportation in Tankers”, covering safety aspects
as regards loading, transportation and unloading operations not
regulated by DS N° 277 of 2007,

» ENAP proposed a Specific Regulation for Road Transportation
» V REGION BUSINESS ASSOCIATION ASIVA
Aconcagua Refinery is a member of this multi-sectorial, non-profit
trade association which gathers large, medium and small companies in the industrial, productive and services area of Valparaíso
Region, and intends to create bonds between the public-private
sectors to significantly contribute to the encouragement of the
productive activity of companies in the Region.

» CHILEAN CHEMICAL INDUSTRY TRADE ASSOCIATION
ASIQUIM A.G.

ENAP participates at ASIQUIM A.G. trade association, which gathers companies from the Chemical Industrial sector, with the intention of satisfying their needs on representation, information, technical assistance and trade support.

activity referred to the Transportation of Hazardous Substances.
The presentation includes a standardization development for the
construction and operation of Regasification Satellite Plants (PSR),
which are fundamental for the supply of LNG to clients not connected to gas pipelines.

Political Contributions
SO 6

ENAP does not make, nor is legally enabled to make financial or in
kind contributions to political parties or similar entities in the countries
where it operates or carries out business activities.
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Interests and Expectations
GRI 4.17

Through stakeholders dialogue we intend to become aware of
their concerns and expectations regarding the company’s sustainability management. The table shows the main aspects set

out. The Parameters Chapter of the Report shows how the Company takes responsibility for its stakeholders’ expectations, within
the framework of this document’s preparation.

» STAKEHOLDERS’ CONCERNS AND EXPECTATIONS
AREA

SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY

EXPECTATION

To develop its own and differentiated value proposal
To set medium and long term sustainability goals
To focus on issues on which ENAP may have an impact; not covering all sustainability areas

REGULATIONS
AND STANDARDS

To implement the Ethics Code
To be more proactive in the application of regulations, standards and international best practice

To expand the Wise Use of Wetlands program to other territories where the Company operates.
MANAGEMENT

To carry out Social Base Line studies to become aware of the local realities and contexts and to
prioritize the initiatives with the community

To strengthen/deepen stakeholder relations
To disclose information of interest to specific audiences through different supports and media,
including social networks
STAKEHOLDERS
ENGAGEMENT

To explain the fuels value chain to citizens, particularly prices setting and which percentage of
the price corresponds to each link in the value chain
To explain to fuels’ consumers the interphase between ENAP and the final consumer
(“what happens between the refinery and the car”)
To explain how ENAP takes responsibility for the Chilean energy sector challenge.
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GRI 4.15 - 4.14 - 4.16

ENAP STAKEHOLDERS

MINISTRY OF
ENERGY

CHILEAN STATE
(Owner)

MINISTRY OF
FINANCE

CLIENTS

EMPLOYEES

SUPPLIERS

AUTHORITIES

FINANCIAL
ENTITIES

LOCAL
COMMUNITIES

TRADE AND SECTOR
ORGANIZATIONS

UNIVERSITIES
AND STUDY
CENTERS

NGO’s AND
MULTINATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS
Employees

ENAP maintains an open-door policy and continued relations with labor organizations, to approach the different interest issues for the parties. Labor and professionals’ unions relate directly
with ENAP’s Human Resources corporate manager. The presidents of the different unions relate
with the Human Resources managers of the corresponding business units.

» Chilean Oil and Similar Labor National Federation
(Fenatrapech)

» ENAP Professionals, Technicians and Supervisors
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

National Federation (Fesenap)
Enap Magallanes Labor Union
Enap Santiago Labor Union
Aconcagua Refinery Labor Union
Enap-Petrox Labor Union
Sipetrol Labors’ Union
Enap Refinerías S.A. Worker Union
Emalco Labor Union
Enap Magallanes Professionals’ Union
Aconcagua Refinery Professionals’ Union
Bío Bío Refinery Professionals’ Union

» Bi-lateral negotiations and entering into supply
In order to comply with fuels
high quality, quantity and timely
supply standards, ENAP considers the following procedures for
wholesale clients:

agreements with each client.

» Delivery of weekly prices reports, where prices
variation of the main liquid fuels are notified.

» Meetings with clients to explain details on
pricing policy.

Clients
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ENVIRONMENTAL
THREE - PARTY
TABLE - REFINERY

Initiated in 2003, it is formed by community representatives, Concón Municipality and ENAP, with the purpose of promoting dialogue, strengthen
joint work and approach issues related to the Company’s operation and
local development.
In 2011, Aconcagua Refinery reinforced its open-door and dialogue with
the community policy in order to disclose its main operations, environmental performance, and function of the Emergency Response System
among other issues of interest. The Company organized three visits
from neighbors and social leaders from Concón district to the Refinery.

It operates uninterruptedly since 1997. It is formed by: Hualpén Municipality represented by the Environmental and Health managers, Petroquim,
Petropower and Bio Bío Refinery, as well as by the neighbors’ leaders of
Hualpén Sector 4, which includes the suburbs El Triángulo, Villa El Triángulo, Nueva el Triángulo, 18 de septiembre 1 y 2, Osvaldo Muñoz Carrasco,
Esfuerzo Unido, Patricio Aylwin and Irene Frei.
Its purpose is to improve communication among the companies, the authority and the communities. In 2011, meetings were carried out monthly
at ENAP’s Center for Environmental Education and Information and Safety.
A process was started to enhance neighbors’ representation. The activities
program included visits to the plant and bulleting publishing

WORK TABLE WITH
BÍO-BÍO SMALL
FISHERMEN
(FEREPA)

Communities

ENVIRONMENTAL THREEPARTY TABLE
BÍO-BÍO
REFINERY

Created in 2007 at San Vicente Bay, with the participation of San Vicente Bay and Bío-Bío Refinery
small fishermen representatives. Both entities entered into a Mutual Cooperation Protocol and a
Productive Encouragement Projects Management Agreement for the Small Fishermen Sector at
San Vicente Bay, in Talcahuano. The purpose is to strengthen relations, enable development and
encourage projects for the benefit of the small fishermen sector.
In 2011 periodical meetings were carried out to design a new working program, ENAP supported
the Seminar organized by Ferepa Bío Bío on Challenges for the Fishing Sector “Facing a new
legislation”, held in August.

Created in 2007, the purpose of this management is to maintain harmonious relations with the Region’s breeders, so that hydrocarbon activities are carried out within the estimated terms. Its function is to manage
community relations, mainly with the landowners of ENAP operations. It
develops dialogue processes to strengthen good neighbors’ relations and
to manage environmental and social impact risks associated to the activities carried out by the Company in the influence area.
In 2011, negotiation with breeders of the area resulted into obtaining 34
easements to drill wells, 20 easements to build pipelines and 11 easements to build roads. Also, authorizations were obtained to carry out 16
pipelines repair.

CATTLE AFFAIRS
MANAGEMENT
ENAP
MAGALLANES
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ENAP Presence
in the Markets
GRI 2.7

317,058

IMPORTED

9,930,418

10,247,476

TOTAL CRUDES

3.09%

96.91%

» ENAP FUELS TOTAL SALES 2010-2011 (Mm3).

DOMESTIC SALES

EXPORTS

TOTAL SALES

120

5,000
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4,000

80

3,000

60

2,000

40

1,000

20

00
Liquefied Vehicle Kerosene Diesel
Gas
Gasoline

Fuel Oil

0
Other
Products

100.00%

ENAP is the only hydrocarbons refining company in Chile. Crudes
processed at the Company’s refineries are 90% from South America, 3% of domestic origin and 7% from the European market.

SALES

6,000

SHARE %

» DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED CRUDE OIL RECEPTION (m3)
DOMESTIC

» ENAP SALES AND DOMESTIC MARKET SHARE 2010 - 2011

Mm3

ENAP markets its fuels mainly in Chile, where it distributes 95%
of its production. Domestic market is open and competitive, with
freedom to import oil by-products and to set fuels prices. The only
condition to market fuels is to comply with quality standards.

2010

2011

VARIATION
(%)

12,772.1

12,017.2

-5.91%

722.4

558.6

-22.67%

13,494.5

12,575.8

-6.81%

Sales 2010

Share 2010

Sales 2011

Share 2011

In line with the marketing policy of preferably serving the domestic
market, ENAP exports only its refining surplus. In 2011, ENAP’s exports represented 4.6% of its sales and they experienced a 22.67%
decrease as compared to 2010. The main destination markets were
Peru, the United States and Central America.
In Peru, Enap Refinerías S.A. carries out fuels import operations through its subsidiary MANU and it performs retail activities
through its associate, Primax S.A. In Ecuador, the company participates in fuels distribution through its associate, Holding Primax.
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» ENAP FUELS EXPORTS 2010 - 2011
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Distribution

6 Consumption
ENAP Share
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Products and Services
GRI 2.2

» Propane
» Butane
OIL LIQUEFIED
GAS
» Gasoline 97 Oct
» Gasoline 93 Oct
» Aviation Gasoline (100/130)
GASOLINES
» Household Kerosene

» Aviation Kerosene JET A1
KEROSENES
» Grade A1 Diesel
» B Diesel
» Antarctic Diesel
» Marine Diesel » Fuel Oil Nª6
DIESEL
» Marine Fuel IFO 380
» Marine Fuel IFO 180
FUEL OILS

DISTILATION PROCESS

CRUDE OIL

SULFUR

PETROCHEMICALS
» Ethylene
» Propylene

SOLVENTS
» Turpentine
» Xylene
» White Gasoline
» Mining Solvent

ASPHALTS
» Undersealers
» Asphalt Cement

PROCESS

NATURAL GAS
» Industrial and household
Natural Gas
» Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)

STORAGE

250 ml
200

NATURAL GAS

150
100

LABORATORY

Fuels

Industrial Products

Petrochemicals and Natural Gas
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Marketing Strategy
GRI 2.7 - PR 5

The purpose of ENAP’s Marketing Policy is to supply the domestic
energy market of oil products with high quality standards, competitive prices and distinctive services, through a better programming of clients’ requirements. The strategy is aimed to a stable
preference by clients, delivering products and services adjusted to
their needs.

» PRICE STRUCTURE IN THE METROPOLITAN REGION

GASOLINE

55%

In 2011, ENAP prioritized improvements in the clients’ supply process by incorporating management control mechanisms through
the Perfect Order indicator. This industry indicator was implemented with the configuration of SOP (Sales Operations Planning)
computer module at SAP, which systemizes the information of the
volumes contractually agreed with each client.

FUELS PRICE

74%

ENAP price
in Concón

Based on transparency and free competition criteria, ENAP is focused on servicing wholesaler distributing companies, to encourage sales of special products to industrial clients, and to assess
and develop new businesses.
The company’s vertical integration, with increasingly active role in
the supply to industrial clients segment results into stability for
the domestic fuels market. ENAP privileges supplying to the sales
points close to its Refineries, where the Company maintains adequate logistics capacity, thus maximizing its benefit.

DIESEL

11%
VAT

ENAP price
in Concón

33%

11%

Specific
Tax

1%

1%

Concón/Maipú
Pipeline

14%

Specific
Tax

VAT

Concón/Maipú
Pipeline

The factors considered to determine the price of products delivered by ENAP to wholesale distributors are: price at the reference
market, transportation and logistics costs, import costs or customs fees, insurance, specific taxes and VAT, evolution of exchange
rate and impact of tax or credit from Oil-derived Fuels Price Stabilization Fund. Thus, ENAP’s incidence on fuels price to final consumers is only partial, as shown in gasoline and diesel net price
data of Maipú Plant corresponding to the week August 11 – 18, 2011.

» ENAP INCIDENCE ON FUELS FINAL PRICE
%

$/LITER

ENAP applies different prices to fuels, depending on purchase
agreements, programming schedules and import alternative cost
from a reference market.
Distributing companies and industrial clients entering into agreements with ENAP obtain discounts associated to the volume
scheduled in the agreement according to the type of product, client segment and delivery place. Such mechanism enables ENAP
to optimize crude purchase, refining, transportation and storage
processes. It is also in the benefit of consumers, who have an access to a lower cost.
In the case of volumes requested but not associated to an agreement, ENAP considers a price equivalent to marginal cost or Import Parity for purchases scheduled 45 days in advance, and a Spot
price for purchases scheduled at 45-day or lower term.

GASOLINE
93

DIESEL

GASOLINE
93

DIESEL

400

422

54%

71%

SPECIFIC TAX

231

58

31%

10%

VAT

76

80

10%

13%

ENAP PRICE
PLUS TAX

707

559

96%

94%

DISTRIBUTORS’
GROSS MARGIN (**)

32

38

4%

6%

740

598

100%

100%

ENAP NET PRICE
MAIPÚ PLANT
(week August 11 – 18)

AVERAGE PRICE
SANTIAGO
STATIONS SERVICE
(* *) Source Sernac
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Products’ Quality
and Environmental Impact
EN 26 - PR 1 - PR 3 - OG 8

Fuels’ quality and environmental efficiency efforts worldwide have
been focused on the reduction of sulfur and benzene contents, and
on the gradual elimination of lead from vehicle gasoline. At present, lead is used in Chile only in gasoline for light aircrafts with
propelling engine requiring higher octane ratings.

In 2011, Grade A1 Diesel Oil underwent a specification amendment,
as established in the Environmental and Anti-Pollution Prevention
Plan (PPDA) of Metropolitan Region pursuant to DS 66-2009 of the
Ministry General Secretary to the President. The maximum sulfur
content was reduced from 50 parts per million (ppm) to 15 ppm,
and the maximum content of aromatic polycyclic from 11% to 8%.
With such amendment, diesel oil marketed in the MR is standardized to the fuel currently used in Europe and in the United States of
America, thus incorporating the most advanced vehicle technologies with Euro V and Tier II standards respectively.

Environmental impacts of ENAP products depend on variables
such as fuel quality, technology of the equipment used and their
maintenance status. ENAP’s responsibility is to ensure the compliance with high quality standards for its products.
ENAP products comply with quality standards defined by the Chilean Ministry of Energy, apart from additional standards of cities or
regions under environmental anti-pollution plans as designed by
the Ministry of Environment. Products exported to foreign markets
comply with the quality standards valid in such countries.

EN 27

Given the nature of ENAP fuels, of being used at stationary sources, for industrial processes, energy generation, boilers, heating
and in mobiles sources (buses, trucks, automobiles, vessels, aircrafts), there is no recycling possibility for the products. Fuels sold
by ENAP neither use packing material nor are recoverable.

Fuels produced by ENAP are subject to a quality assessment process at the refineries’ laboratories, which issue a Quality Certificate for each tank that is attached to the items sold and sent to
the controlling entity, the Superintendence of Electricity and Fuels,
SEC. The detail on quality requirements is available at http://www.
enap.cl/comercial_relations/especificaciones_de_productos.php

» SULFUR CONTENT IN ENAP FUELS AS COMPARED TO STANDARDS’ MAXIMUM ALLOWED LIMITS [ppm] (I)

Aconcagua Refinery
Bío Bío Refinery

100.000

Magallanes
10.000

Max. Limit

1.000
100
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1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

Gasoline 93 NOR without Lead

2

Gasoline 97 NOR without Lead

3

Grado B Diesel Oil

4

Propane - Butane

5

Kerosen

6

Aviation Kerosen

7

Fuel Oil Nº6
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» BENZENE CONTENT IN ENAP FUELS AS COMPARED TO STANDARDS’
MAXIMUM ALLOWED LIMITS [%vol]
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ERBB
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1,00
,50
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1

Gasoline 90 Perú

2

Gasoline 97 Perú

3

Gasoline 93 NOR without Lead

4

Gasoline 97 NOR without Lead

Gasoline and diesel used in Chile are the best fuels
in Latin America according to the International Fuel
Quality Center.
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Development of
Sustainable Products
LIQUIFIED NATURAL GAS- LNG
ENAP is encouraging the development of the Liquified Natural Gas
(LNG) market, in order to include this product to its traditional mix
of marketed fuels. The main environmental advantage of LNG is a
lower emission of polluting particles in exhaust gases, thus mitigating the impact on the air quality of saturated zones, and converting LNG in the hydrocarbon with the cleanest combustion in
the world. LNG engines comply with Standards Euro 4 and 5, and
they are a requirement to comply with Standard Euro 6.
Another significant benefit of LNG is the capacity to store energy in
tanks, given the expansion of its volume 600 times after re- gasification, implying a greater autonomy, a lower weight and a greater
efficiency in the use of transportation space. ENAP is studying the
technical and economic feasibility of using LNG in cargo and public
transportation.

BIOFUELS
OG 14 - EN 18 - 4.13

ENAP does not produce, purchase or sell biofuels. Nevertheless,
through its Renewable Energy Development Projects unit, the
Company intends to develop second generation biofuel businesses,
through Forenergy and Biocomsa.

» ForEnergy
ENAP has a 40% interest in ForEnergy S.A., a country project focused on contributing to energy independence in Chile by using
forestry biomass to produce a low emission and good quality fuel,
which significantly contributes to the reduction of greenhouse gas.
In 2011, this company’s activities were focused on the search for
international companies expert in gasification technology, and
finalized a cooperation project with the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) for one million dollars to carry out conceptual
engineering, as well as to private and socially assess the project.
After four years of studies and analyses, ForEnergy came to the
conclusion that there is a specific opportunity to produce high
quality liquid fuels based on local raw material.
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» Biocomsa
Biofuels Technological Consortium, “BIOCOMSA S.A.”, is an initiative that carries out studies related to prospection, creation,
characterization and conversion of woody biomass into different
energy products in Chile, particularly second generation biodiesel.
BIOCOMSA S.A. members are Enap Refinerías (32%), Consorcio
Maderero (48%) and Universidad de Chile (20%).
BIOCOMSA handles nine sub-projects oriented to ensure biomass
efficient supply for large scale bio-energy projects. Such activities
consider non-traditional types of lignocellulosic biomass, such as
debris from traditional forest harvest Works, energy cultures, urban waste, natural woods and agricultural waste handling.

Some of its achievements in 2011 were:
» Carrying out CONICYT’s program “Support to the Formation
of International Networks among Research Centers” granted at
the 2010 Competition.
» Characterization and quantification of native wood renewals,
feasible to be used with energy purposes particularly in the VIII
and IX Regions.
» Implementation of two pilot programs with over 35 plantation
hectares.
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MARKETING COMMUNICATION
PR 6

ENAP don’t carries out advertising or promotion actions. Sponsorship’s are oriented to
support busibess or academic initiatives related to the company’s activity.
Corporate communications are related to development projects and public information
regarding ENAP’s business in the country, the region and the world’s relevant energy situation.
The company systematically communicates on fuels’ safety and quality, and it weekly reports through the media the import oil parity prices.

COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS AND VOLUNTARY CODES CONCERNING
MARKETING COMMUNICATION AND PRODUCTS
SO 7

ENAP abides by the free competition principles, acting as unspoken regulator of the fuels
market in Chile. Within a transparency setting, the company provides regulatory and controlling authorities with the background they require regarding ENAP’s business practice.
In 2011, ENAP was never a subject of judicial actions related to anticompetitive behavior,
anti-trust, and monopoly practices.
PR 2 - PR 4 - PR 7 - PR 8 - PR 9

In 2011, ENAP did not record any regulatory event or non-compliance regarding the following issues related to the products the Company markets:
» Legal regulations or voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during their life cycle.
» Legal regulations and voluntary codes related to product and service information and
labeling
» Regulations related to marketing communications, including advertising, promotion
and sponsorship.
» Substancial claims related to respect breaches of clientes privacy and losses of customer data.
The Company did not record any significant fine derived from non-compliance with standards on the provision and use of products and services.
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7
Economic
Performance
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Financial Result
ENAP financial results in 2011 amounted to a US$ 67 million loss
after taxes. This result was the consequence of the difficult situation
faced by the oil industry since the second semester of 2011, particularly
due to the strong deterioration in international refining margins,
which average was reduced to US$4.1 per barrel during the third
quarter of the year, as compared to the average margin of the first 8
months of the year, amounting to US$ 7.8 per barrel.
The effects of this situation were mitigated thanks to the operational
optimization measures implemented during the last quarter of
2011, such as a decrease in the refineries load, the energy savings
plan and costs management.

ENAP total assets as of December al 31, 2011, amounted to US$ 6,203
million, 12.1% higher than the US$ 5,532 million assets as of
December 31, 2010. Current and non-current liabilities increased
14.7%, from US$ 5,076 million as of December 31, 2010 to US$ 5,822
million as of December 31, 2011.
ENAP Group’s total equity decreased by 16.5% from US$ 456 million
as of December 31, 2010 to US$ 381 million as of December 31, 2011.
In 2011 ENAP confirmed its easy access to debt markets, with a consistent
support by the domestic and international financial community to
ENAP’s management and to the role played in the Chilean economy.
Also, during the term ENAP maintained its risk rating.

» ENAP 2011 ACCESS TO INTERNATIONAL FINANCING

OPERATION TYPE

AMOUNT

TERM

CONDITIONS

PURPOSE

» Interest Rate: Libor + 0.8% yearly.

Retaining
International
Syndicated load

MMUS$ 300

5 years

» Semi-annual capital amortization
structure since month 48.

Placing
International Bond

MMUS$ 500

10 years

» Cover rate: 4.75 % (“Coupon”).
» 285 base points (2.85 %) above the 10-year

Current liabilities
REFINANCING

United States of America Treasury bond
(US Treasury - 10 years).

» RISK RATING (As of December 31, 2011 )
» ENAP bonds’ issue risk rate

» ENAP corporate risk rate
DOMESTIC

RATING

PERSPECTIVES

Feller - Rate

AAA

Stable

Fitch Ratings

AAA

Stable

DOMESTIC

RATING

PERSPECTIVES

S&P

BBB-

Positive

Moody`s

Baa1

Stable

Fitch Ratings

A

Stable
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Direct Economic Value
Generated and Distributed
EC 1

» REVENUE
Ordinary income increase as compared to 2010 is explained by the increase in the products’
average sale prices, from US$ 89.9 per barrel in 2010 to US$ 122.1 per barrel in 2011. This
result considers a decrease in the total volume sold, from 13,494.5 Mm3 in 2010, to 12,575.8
Mm3 in 2011.

» OPERATING COSTS

» RETAINED EARNINGS

ENAP’s operating costs from operation correspond mainly to sales costs, management expense,
exchange rate and other expenses as per function, less workers, environment and
depreciation expenses. In 2011, ENAP costs increased 38.1% as compared to 2010, which
is mainly explained by the 34.4% increase in the cost of sales, as a consequence of the
increase in the raw material average costs from US$ 79.2 per barrel (1) to US$ 107.3 per
barrel.

The retained earnings corresponds to
the net economic value created, less the
distributed economic value plus Fiscal
Year depreciation.

» TAXES

» 2011 GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED ECONOMIC VALUE (MUS$)

EC 1

2010

2011

Variation %

» DIRECT ECONOMIC VALUE CREATED

INCOME

8,272,725

10,941,505

32.3

» DIRECT ECONÓMIC VALUE DISTRIBUTED

7,454,639

10,296,901

38.1

STAFF EXPENSE

323,846

310,368

-4.2

FINANCIAL EXPENSE

181,131

175,315

-3.2

TAXES

-14,844

-45,942

209.5

ENVIRONMENT

15,160

15,469

2.0

OTHER OWNERS PROFIT

8,738

1,840

-78.9

OPERATION COSTS

» WITHHELD ECONOMIC VALUE

304.055

187.554

ENAP Group of companies is subject to a
20% First Category Income Tax; and to a
40% special tax to State companies (Article
2°, Decree Law Nº2,398, 1978).

-38,3

NOTE(1): The 2010 report depicts a raw material average cost of US$80.1 per barrel. In the
management report to the consolidated financial statement as of December 31, 2011
and 2010, this value amounted to US$79.2 per barrel.

ENAP subsidiaries are subject to the general
First Category regime, entitling them to
use taxes paid on income from investments in foreign countries as a credit: In
the case of ERSA, for Manu Peru profit and
in the case of Sipetrol, for Sipetrol Ecuador
profit. Such credit amounts to 30%, limited
to the taxation rate as applied in Chile.

Sipetrol Argentina’s profit distributed to
Sipetrol Chile is considered as profit instead
of income by virtue of the Treaty between
Chile and Argentina to avoid double taxation.
ENAP is also subject to the general regime
of VAT Law, which levies a 19% to Sales and
Services.
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» COVERAGE OF BENEFIT PLAN OBLIGATIONS
EC 3

» Severance Payment:

It corresponds to the criteria established within the legal
framework and the collective bargain agreements entered into with workers.

» Employees’ profit share and bonds:

They correspond to benefits established
In the collective bargain agreements or the labor contracts, whichever the case.

» Other provisions:

They correspond to other benefits for workers, such as
vacations and bonds.

EC 3

» BENEFIT FOR EMPLOYEES’ PROVISIONS (MUS$)
CONCEPT

TOTAL
NON CURRENT

TOTAL
CURRENT
2010

2011

2010

2011

22,413

785

114,542

109,670

Employees’ profit share and bonds

23,031

15,587

-

-

Other provisions

27,389

19,222

229

246

TOTALES

72,833

35,594

114,771

109,916

Severance payment

» GOVERNMENTAL SUBSIDIES 2011: SENCE TAXATION FACILITY

EC 4

BUSINESS UNIT

AMOUNT (in Chilean pesos)
181,460,311

Enap (Santiago & Magallanes)

237,464,553

Enap Refinerías S.A.
Enap Sipetrol

14,261,828
433,186,692

TOTAL

» MINIMUM WAGE
The minimum wage as established at ENAP
for its employees, both men and women,
under indefinite or fixed-term agreement is
above the minimum wage as established by
the law.

EC 5

» COMPARISON BETWEEN MINIMUM WAGE AT ENAP AND MINIMUM WAGE IN CHILE (CLP$)(CLP$)

TYPE OF
AGREEMENT

Minimum ENAP
Base Wage
M

F

INDEFINIDO

348,126

360,477

PLAZO FIJO

214,183

395,393

Economy-Minimum Wage

182,000

Comparison
ENAP / Economy
M

F

1.9

2.0

1.2

2.2
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Local Markets
Presence

» LOCAL PROCUREMENT
EC 6

» LOCAL HIRING

ENAP does not have a formal policy or procedures promoting product
and services acquisition from locally based suppliers. Nevertheless,
the percentage of purchase orders issued to local suppliers of products
and services in 2011 was in the range of 36% and 49%. The
amounts involved represented between 24% and 36% of the Company’s
total procurement.

EC 7

ENAP does not have internal standards and/or procedures promoting
local hiring. Nevertheless, the company promotes good practices, as
in the case of Ecuador, where it normally retains members of the local
communities to perform unskilled occasional tasks.
In Santa Cruz, Argentina, pursuant to local legislation, at least 70%
of workers hired by Enap Sipetrol are native from that province.

EC 6

ENAP considers as a local supplier the one that originates or has a
branch in the region of the corresponding Business Unit. The information
presented on the table considers agreements and purchase orders
made during 2011. Crossed agreements are included, and their application
to the different Business Units. Neither Utilities nor Related Companies’
purchase orders or agreements are included.

» ACQUISITION OF PRODUCTS & LOCAL SERVICE CONTRACTS 2011
LOCAL
SUPPLIERS
AMOUNTS
THUSD

LOCAL
SUPPLIERS
AMOUNTS
THUSD

N° TOTAL
P.ORDERS

N° P.ORDERS
TO LOCAL
SUPPLIERS

ACONCAGUA REFINERY

3,229

1,150

36%

50,380

4,552

9%

BÍO BÍO REFINERY ENAP

2,081

918

44%

44,750

7,812

17%

MAGALLANES

2,096

428

20%

24,410

2,506

10%

SUB-TOTAL ASSETS

7,406

2,496

34%

119,540

14,871

12%

BUSINESS UNIT

% P.ORDERS
TO LOCAL
SUPPLIERS

TOTAL
AMOUNTS
IN THUSD

» ASSETS ACQUISITION 2011

» SERVICES HIRING 2011
ACONCAGUA REFINERY

850

346

41%

196,342

54,554

28%

BÍO BÍO REFINERY ENAP

996

593

60%

114,854

48,968

43%

MAGALLANES

1,116

737

66%

38,076

18,053

47%

SUB-TOTAL ASSETS

2,962

1,676

57%

349,271

121,575

35%

ACONCAGUA REFINERY

4,079

1,496

37%

246,722

59,106

24%

BÍO BÍO REFINERY

3,077

1,511

49%

159,604

56,781

36%

ENAP MAGALLANES

3,212

1,165

36%

62,486

20,559

33%

SERVICES HIRING TOTAL

10,368

4,172

40%

468,811

136,446

29%

» SERVICES HIRING 2011
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Indirect
Economic Impact
EC 8

ENAP satisfies Magallanes community natural gas requirements
by delivering its production to Gasco Magallanes, in charge of retail
sales to small household consumers and commercial clients. ENAP
prices for this segment, which represents 92% of the region inhabitants,
consider a US$1.3 bonus per million of BTU, for a maximum 1,000 m3
standard gas consumption.
In 2011, ENAP´s contribution to this bonus amounted to US$ 46,081
million.

EC 9

ENAP pays Gas and Oil Exploitation Rights in the Magallanes
Region to the Fund for Magallanes Regional Development,
FONDEMA, which is managed by the Regional Government, allocating
it to development of production projects as part of the regional
investment program.
In 2011, ENAP transferred to the Magallanes Regional Government
2,761 million Chilean pesos for this concept, corresponding to taxes
paid for the term between december 2010 and november 2011.
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8
Environmental
Performance
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
The creation, at the beginning of 2012, of the Corporate Health, Safety & Environment
Management, in charge of of the company’s strategy and policies on this matter, as
well as of identifying industry’s best practices, together with the implementing and/or
standardization of action guidelines and criteria, was a milestone in the commitment
with sustainable development and environmentally responsible management.
ENAP business units operate under international environmental management standards
at the refining, exploration and production operations. In 2011, ISO 14001 certifications were
updated at Pampa del Castillo, in Argentina, and at Mauro Dávalos Cordero field, in Ecuador,
thus showing the capability to maintain an efficient and environmentally responsible operation.
This chapter presents ENAP environmental performance corresponding to 2011, as
compared to previous terms. It should be pointed out that for the assessment of the
Refining & Marketing Business Line it is not appropriate to refer to the previous term
of 2010, since it is not representative of a normal year, given the temporary stoppage
at Aconcagua and Bío-Bío Refineries as a consequence of the earthquake. Operations
interruption was reflected on indicators such as materials, water use, energy consumption,
solid waste generation, among others. Consequently, in the analysis of this line’s performance trends, 2011 results were compared to those corresponding to 2009, 2008 and
previous years.

» SECURING ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITS
Pursuant to environmental regulations in force and to the company’s policies, ENAP projects
are subject to environmental assessment in order to identify their impact and to define the
adequate mitigation measures, duly taking into account stakeholders.
In Magallanes, ENAP encourages initiatives oriented to support hydrocarbons’ production,
within a context of high business complexity given the limited hydrocarbon reserves in the
Region. Natural gas exploration inland and at Tierra del Fuego resulted into a great display
of activities associated to the securing of environmental permits required to carry out exploratory
and production campaigns.
In 2011, 38 Environmental Impact Studies were filed with the Environmental Impact
Assessment System for different hydrocarbon projects.
Enap Sipetrol Ecuador obtained the environmental authorization for exploration with seismic
3D of Intracampos block located in the East Amazonas.

OG 11

In 2011, ENAP did not record any closure or abandonment activities at any of its operations.
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Materials
EN 1

EN 1 - EN 2

Crudes are the main source of inflow in the Refining and Marketing
Business line Processed crudes volumes and types depend on economic variables, such as price, offer, international margins of the
refining business and domestic fuels demand. Refining process does
not allow the use of re-processed or recovered materials.
In 2011, particularly during the last quarter, a decrease in the volume
of crudes used and refined was noted as compared to previous
years, as a result of the dramatic decrease in the refining business
margin internationally, thus making the import of finished products
to satisfy domestic demand more attractive.
At Aconcagua Refinery, the trend was to refine heavier crudes of
greater sulfur content, limiting the refinery’s processing capacity based on reliability on plants, technological, environmental and
products’ specification reasons.

» R&C BUSINESS LINE MATERIALS CONSUMPTION
EVOLUTION (Mm3/YEAR)

14,000
779

12,000

1155

1480
1304

10,000

5842

6245

1128

5953
5641

8,000

3830

1055

5011

6,000
4,000

6394

5846

6045

2007

2008

2,000
0

2006

Magallanes Refinery

5291

5345

2009

2010

4816

2011

Aconcagua Refinery

Bío-Bío Refinery

At the Exploration & Production Business Line (E&P), the main
material used is lift gas (methane), used to improve the recovery
of oil wells with a low reservoir pressure. Theoretically, 100% of
the injected gas is re-used. Nevertheless, approximately a 10%
replacement is carried out to cover potential leaks in the system.

EN 1

» E&P BUSINESS LINE GAS LIFT CONSUMPTION
EVOLUTION (Mm3/YEAR)

75,000 69,137

FOTO

61,557

65,861

50,000

34,157

25,000

23,402

24,166

2010

2011

0,000

2006

2007

2008

2009

E&P Mag

At Magallanes, although during 2011 consumption was slightly
higher than the one reported in 2010, it continues being significantly
lower than the levels reported prior to 2008. This trend reflects the
efforts made to reduce internal lift gas consumption in order to
ensure a greater availability to supply the Punta Arenas city.
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Energy
DIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION
EN 3

Direct Energy consumption at the Refining & Marketing Business
Line showed the following detail in 2011:

» Aconcagua Refinery
Direct energy sources were daily prioritized according to crude
price and energy efficiency. Fuel Oil (FO) and Liquefied Petroleum
Gas (LPG) consumption has decreased since Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG) became available.

FOTO

» Bío Bío Refinery
Direct energy sources are natural gas, fuel gas –reported as fuel oil
equivalent- internally generated steam and electricity.
In the E&P Line, Enap Sipetrol Ecuador increased the consumption
of natural gas at the blocks, as a result of the start-up of two new
electricity generators operation, thus allowing the replacement of
diesel consumption with gas.

EN 3

» R&C BUSINESS LINE PRIMARY ENERGY
CONSUMPTION EVOLUTION (GJ/YEAR)

EN 3

» E&P BUSINESS LINE PRIMARY ENERGY
CONSUMPTION EVOLUTION (GJ/YEAR)

15,000,000
13,000,000

40,000,000
35,000,000

11,000,000
27F Earthquake Effect

30,000,000
25,000,000
20,000,000
15,000,000
10,000,000
5,000,000

9,000,000
7,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000

2008

2009

2010

2011

1,000,000

2007
Magallanes Refining
Bío Bío Refining

2008

2009

2010

2011

Aconcagua Refining
E&P Magallanes

SIPETROL Ecuador

SIPETROL Argentina

SIPETROL Egypt
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INDIRECT ENERGY CONSUMPTION
EN 4

At Bío Bío Refinery the main supplier of indirect energy is Petropower.
Pursuant to an agreement, this company must supply the total
electricity requested by the refinery, together with a large part of
the steam it uses.
At DAO, electricity is used to supply the pumping systems of Hualpén
– San Fernando poly-pipeline and the plants, and to energize the
different facilities and it is acquired from local distributors. In 2011,
a 9.5% energy consumption increase was recorded as compared to
2010, due to higher fuels volume delivered to clients.

FOTO

At the E&P Line, operations largely cover their needs for indirect
energy with own generation from gas originated by the deposits.
Electricity used at the offices, camps or other facilities is acquired
from local distributors.
At Pampa del Castillo, Argentina, gas production is insufficient to
supply the energy demand from operations, which translates into an
indirect consumption of 57% the total energy used.

» R&C BUSINESS LINE PRIMARY ENERGY
CONSUMPTION EVOLUTION (GJ/YEAR)

EN 4

» E&P BUSINESS LINE PRIMARY ENERGY
CONSUMPTION EVOLUTION (GJ/YEAR)

EN 4

1,000,000
8,000,000
800,000

27F Earthquake Effect

7,000,000
6,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000

600,000
400,000

2,000,000

200,000

1,000,000

2008

Aconcagua Refining
Bío Bío Refining

2009

2010

DAO

2011

2007

2008

2009

2010

E&P Magallanes

Sipetrol Ecuador

Sipetrol Argentina

Sipetrol Egypt

2011
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» ENAP ENERGY CONSUMPTION DISTRIBUTION
(DIRECT ENERGY + INDIRECT ENERGY) [MGJ]

» CONSUMED ENERGY RATIO (DIRECT + INDIRECT)
AS PER UNIT PRODUCED – PROCESSED

100%
90%

3,500
14,893

15,409

80%

14,624

15,617

3,300

70%

748,373
679,278

3,200

60%

3,000
39,451

38,762

30,616

33,837

2,900

3,115

2,870

1,000,000
900,000
800,000

713,384

3,100

50%
40%

910,622

3,400

700,000
600,000
500,000

2,937

400,000

30%

2,800

20%

2,700

200,000

10%

2,600

100,000

2,500

0,000

0%

2008

2009

2010

2,737

300,000

2011

Exploración and Production Line
Refining and Marketing Line

Energy as per BOE produced [GJ/MMBOE
Energy as per crude processed [GJ/Mm3]

Energy Efficiency
EN 5 - EN 7

Each Business Unit at ENAP drives its own direct and indirect energy
consumption saving plans. In 2011, the following initiatives for energy efficiency were implemented:

» DAO

actions at processing areas resulted into a 16% savings, dramatically
higher than the 2% expected as goal.

» Enap Sipetrol Ecuador

A 13% decrease was recorded as compared to 2009 base line, as a
result of the energy savings program initiated in 2008.

Two additional gas generators were put in place for transportation
of the energy produced from MDC camp to Paraíso camp, in order to
replace diesel with gas produced at the field.

» Exploration and Production Magallanes

» Enap Sipetrol Argentina

Several initiatives were implemented to improve energy efficiency,
such as a reduction in gas leaks through in-situ measurement;
upgrading of heaters at oil pipelines, crude mechanic lift, and
optimization of gas use as fuel and instrumental. Energy savings

Energy savings of about 7,000 [GJ] were achieved, as a consequence
of the increase in the use and performance of its own generators, and
the termination of energy supply agreements with third parties.
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Non Conventional Renewable Energy Generation
EN 6 - OG 2 - OG 3

ENAP does not market Non Conventional Renewable Energies.
Nevertheless, it invests in research and development of second
generation bio-fuels, as well as in projects for solar and wind
energy production at Magallanes.

» ERNC ENAP GENERATION, 2011

Low power electricity for telemetry communications

GEOTHERMAL
ENAP participates in the development of geothermal energy sources
through its interest in Geotérmica del Norte S.A. (48.6%) and Empresa
Nacional de Geotermia S.A. (49%), both together with the Italian
company ENEL.

» Empresa Geotérmica del Norte
The exploratory stage of Apacheta concession, Cerro Pabellón
Project of Empresa Geotérmica del Norte (GDN), has been finished.
Four wells were drilled at a depth between 1,300 and 2,000 meters.
The first two wells proved to be optimal for production (8 MW); it
was decided to continue deepening the third well, and the fourth
well was found adequate for re-injection. In 2011, progress was
made on the Environmental Impact Study of the plant, wells and
electric lines of the project, and the international bidding process
for drilling equipment, main equipment and plant construction
was initiated.

» Empresa Nacional de Geotermia S.A. (ENG)
At Polloquere - Licancura and Necul concessions, belonging to
Empresa Nacional de Geotermia S.A. (ENG), superficial geological,
geo-chemical and geo-physical studies of the Exploration stage
were effected.

» ENAP implemented a mixed generation system with
wind energy and photovoltaic cells to supply telemetry
communications systems for Posesión Reception Battery
(BRP) and Strait of Magellan platforms.

» At Posesión’s Well 90, photovoltaic cells were installed
to maintain telemetry communications of Gas pipeline 12”
Island-Inland, in replacement of conventional energy supply.

Wind Energy for Cathode Protection of Poly-pipeline
At Peckett and Punta del Cerro two wind energy stations
were put in place to supply energy and cathode protection
to Cabo Negro poly-pipeline.
– Gregorio. Each of these centers was provided with a 6
KW wind generator and two 200 W photovoltaic panels,
thus avoiding to use gas thermal generation.

OG 2
TYPE OF
ERNC

Biomass
Bio-fuels

Solar
& Wind
Energy
TOTAL

» TOTAL AMOUNT INVESTED IN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
OF NON CONVENTIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGIES
PROYECTS

CONTRIBUTION
TYPE

CONTRIBUTION
DESTINATION

Financial
Biocomsa

Magallanes
(11 proyects)

TOTAL
(THOUSAND
CH$)

27,600

No
Financial

Research

Financial

Development

24,741

303,742

356, 083
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Water
EN 8 - EN 9

WATER WITHDRAWAL
EN 8

» R&C BUSINESS LINE TOTAL WATER WITHDRAWAL Mm3

Aconcagua Refinery
Bío Bío Refinery
DAO
Magallanes

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

6,144

5,875

5,548

5,914

7,150

7,211

126,106

113,589

82,036

109,175

70,557

95,037

1,200

1,146

1,180

1,487

1,109

1,433

81

81

144

160

170

175

At the Refining and Marketing Business Line, water consumption in both refineries is different:
in Aconcagua, the refrigeration circuit is of closed operation, and in Bío Bío of continuous
operation, collecting river water.

» Aconcagua Refinery
Water is withdrawn at deep wells located at Tabolango, Lajarilla and Bocatoma, east the facilities,
and it is used for cooling, steam generation and other uses. As plants operate with a closed
refrigeration system of high ratio of water recovery, withdrawal has not significantly affected water sources.

» Storage and Oil Pipeline Departament (DAO)
Water comes from underground wells, at an approximate depth of 80 meters. Water is used
both for industrial processes –refrigeration and anti-fire systems-, as well as for irrigation.
Water is made potable for consumption at San Fernando, Linares, Chillán and Molina facilities.
At Maipú Plant, potable water is supplied by the public network. 95% of DAO water consumption is recorded at San Fernando, where it is used in the refrigeration process of LPG
tanks. The wells’ recovery rate remained constant in 2011; notwithstanding, a decrease in the
ground water levels was detected as a result of draught and the increase of industrial use
wells.

» Bío Bío Refinery
Water comes from Bío Bío river which is not affected by the volume withdrawn (4 cubic meters
per second) (m3/s). since the lowest river flow is 200 m3/s; water is used at the different plants’
operations, mainly for heat transfer.
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EN 8

» E&P BUSINESS LINE TOTAL WATER WITHDRAWAL (m3)
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

E&P Magallanes

263

244

296

408

521

Enap Sipetrol Argentina

238

245

126

77

122

Enap Sipetrol Ecuador

10

13

14

7

9

Enap Sipetrol Egypt

18

451

42

45

48

At the E&P Business Line withdrawal does not significantly affect water sources:

» Enap Sipetrol Egypt
Water withdrawal from different wells for the drilling activities carried out at Western
Desert (East Ras Qattara block), in comply´s with applicable environmental regulations.
Water for other uses comes from utility companies operating at Cairo.

» Enap Sipetrol Argentina
Environmental monitoring show that there is no significant impact on water sources due to
withdrawal. At Pampa del Castillo field a phreatimetry wells drilling campaign was carried
out, with the purpose of studying aquifers vulnerability at the operations’ area. At Magallanes
Reception Battery (BRM) phreatic water monitoring network was expanded.
» Enap Sipetrol Ecuador
According to parameters of the regulatory entity, water withdrawal by Sipetrol does not
significantly affects the environment or local communities at the different sites where it
operates.

RECYCLED AND RE-USED WATER
EN 10

» RECYCLED WATER PERCENTAGE AND VOLUME
RECYCLED VOLUMEN
(Mm3)

% RECYCLED

Aconcagua Refinery

113,144

94%

Bío Bío Refinery

17,934

19%

E&P Magallanes

1,655

0.3%

1,349.8

99%

LINE

ÁREA

R&C

E&P

Enap Sipetrol Egypt

FORMATION WATER
OG 5

» E&P BUSINESS LINE FORMATION WATER 2011 (Mm3/YEAR)

E&P Magallanes

435

Enap Sipetrol Argentina

122

Enap Sipetrol Ecuador

393

Enap Sipetrol Egypt

423

At Aconcagua Refinery the closed cooling
water circuid operated efficiently, ensuring
an optimal performance of the Cooling Tower.
Less events of water overflow to Aconcagua
river were recorded, hence lower losses.

At Sipetrol Argentina and Sipetrol Ecuador
water is neither recycled nor re-used, while
in Egypt almost all water used for drilling is
re-used, due to the resource shortage.
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Biodiversity
» Enap Sipetrol Ecuador
A great part of the Mauro Dávalos Cordero (MDC) and Paraíso-BigunoHuachito (PBHI) blocks area of influence is mainly componed by
culture and meadow zones. Species encountered correspond to
common species at intervened areas. These areas have not been
declared protected. Nevertheless, stable primary or secondary forest relicts, mainly those of Corazón de Oriente district, Hacienda
el Cañón de los Monos and the zone between Big 2 are of great
importance for study and protection, since they are shelters for
all fauna species. Specialists recommend carrying out forest and
fauna conservation activities.

» Enap Sipetrol Argentina
The company prepares annual environmental monitoring reports
for each asset. No significant alteration has been identified of protected
natural spaces or areas with large unprotected biodiversity.

BIODIVERSITY IMPACT MANAGEMENT
EN 12 - EN 14 - OG 4

All ENAP business units, except for Egypt blocks, operate in areas
with a high biodiversity. Particularly, Bío Bío Refinery and the
exploration and production activities of Enap in Magallanes, Chile,
and Enap Sipetrol Argentina, at the Southern Basin area, are located
in zones close to sites under legal protection status.
Although ENAP does not have a corporate strategy on biodiversity
management, the Company implements mitigation plans and
measures, and restoration of the impacts its activities may have
caused. In general, no significant alterations by ENAP have been
identified in protected areas, or in areas of high biodiversity value
outside protected areas.
The following are the habitats where ENAP business units are located,
and the main actions carried out for their protection.

» Aconcagua Refinery
There are no protected zones at this area of influence. Biodiversity
impact management is related to a strategy to decrease the incidence
of undesired events. Within the maritime-river contingencies plan,
the potential impacts on the influence zones are described, identifying
flora, fauna and characterizing spills as a significant threat to biodiversity.

In 2011, the knowledge on different scenarios in case of spills at
Costa Afuera operation was improved, by means of the so-called
“Net Environmental Benefit Analysis (NEBA)”.

» Enap Sipetrol Egypt
East Ras Qattara (ERQ) and Rommana are in an accidental habitat
given the lack of rain, thus limiting structural diversity of vegetation
and vertebrate fauna.
At East Ras Qattara block there are no areas under official or
significant protection for biodiversity. The land corresponds to
desert (western desert) generally flat, with a presence of dunes
and poor vegetable surface. There is usable land irrigated by Nilo
river at Rommana block.

» Enap Magallanes
ENAP did not carry out activities at protected areas within the National
System of State Protected Wild Areas (SNASPE). Regarding areas
significant to biodiversity, such as meadows, wetland and watercourses,
in 2011 ENAP implemented exclusion zones for its exploratory projects.
Four Statements of Environmental Impact (SEIA) were filed during the
term for projects including a total 60 wells within a 6,448 hectares
area, where 1,164 hectares representing 18% of the area are excluded
from intervention. As a result, ENAP also contributes to the protection
of Canquén Colorado species, which has the largest potential of alteration
caused by tasks related to hydrocarbons. Also, the Company has
undertaken monitoring and information commitments at local level on
the importance of Canquén.
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EN 15

PROTECTED SPECIES
Environmental Impact Studies carried out by ENAP at Magallanes
have identified 30 species under conservation category, according
to the Chilean Vertebrates Red List (Glade, 1988) and the Chilean
Terrestrial Red List (Benoit, 1989). Of such species, four are “endangered”: Canquén colorado (Chloephaga rubidiceps), Playero
ártico (Calidris canutus), Cisne coscoroba (Coscoroba coscoroba),
and Tuco tuco de Magallanes (Cte- nomys magellanicus magellanicus). Other twelve species are classified as “vulnerable”, eight
are in the “poorly known” category, and six correspond to the
“rare” category.

EN 11

» PROTECTED AREAS AT ENAP’S INFLUENCE ZONE

OPERATION

BÍO BÍO
REFINERY

ENAP
SIPETROL
ARGENTINA,
MAGALLANES
RECEPTION
BATTERY

ENAP
MAGALLANES

SITE NAME

Santuario
de la
Naturaleza
Península
de Hualpén

Reserva
Provincial
de Cabo
Vírgenes

PROTECTION STATUS

Created by Supreme
Decree Nº 556 of
1976 of the Ministry
of Education.
Its guardian entity is the
Council of National
Monuments. The land
belongs to private
owners and Hualpén
Municipality.

Special Protection Zone
under the “Regime of
Environment Protection”

LOCATION AND AREA

» Hualpén district,
VIII Region, North
of Bio Bio river mouth

CHARACTERISTICS
Transition ecologic zone, between sclerophyll
and hydrophilic condition. With species such
as Pitao (Pitavia punctata), characterized as
endangered, together with fauna species under
conservation, such as Monito del Monte.

» 2,190 hectares
Passing and nesting area for a significant
number of migrating birds.
Great variety of ecological environments such
as coastal riffs, native forest, marsh, lagoons,
river flood zones, among other. Includes Lenga
wetland.
» 10 Km from Enap
inland facilities
» Near Faro de Cabo
Vírgenes at the
Argentinian shore
» Covers a circular
area of a six nautical

One of the largest penguin areas in the
Atlantic coastline, it houses about 240,000
couples of Pingüinos de Magallanes
or Pingüino patagónico (Spheniscus
magella- nicus), among over 23 identified
bird species nesting in the area.

miles range

Humedal
Bahía
Lomas

Ramsar Site (2004)
and Hemisphere Reserve
for Coastal Birds (2009)
Hemisphere Reserve
for Coastal Birds (2009)

» East mouth of Strait
of Magellan, Tierra
del Fuego

Area known worldwide as a shelter for
migratory coastal birds flying over 15,000
km from the Northern Hemisphere.
The most relevant wintering site of South
America for Playero ártico (Calidris canutus
rufa) species, under serious decline issues.
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Restored or Protected
Habitats
RESTORATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
LIABILITIES AT MAGALLANES
Since 2005, ENAP voluntarily performs the “Restoration of ENAP
Environmental Liabilities at Magallanes” project, which consists in
the recovery of soil affected in the past as a result of ancient exploitation
practice of the oil industry.
This plan is focused in the cleaning of 1,010 wells polluted with residual
hydrocarbons, of 2,500 environmental liabilities spread in a 6,000
Km2 area.
A milestone in this project was the delivery of 376 restored wells
and a total restored area of 300 hectares in november, 2011, with a
45% global progress; investments made amount to US$ 25 million.
The experience gained has not only contributed to the improvement
in Magallanes environmental conditions, but also to the knowledge
on industry-related environmental liabilities restoration processes,
which is shared with universities and other scientific research centers.

RESTORATION IN ECUADOR
In 2011, Ecuador’s Ministry of Environment developed a process
aimed to create public policies to restore social-environmental liabilities originated by hydrocarbons activity, through the Environmental and Social Restoration Plan (PRAS).
As a part of its commitment with the State of Ecuador, Enap Sipetrol
implemented in 2011 an environmental liabilities restoration program,
using the “Ex Situ” bio-restoration technique, pursuant to the
Management Plan and the Environmental Legislation in force. The
following activities were included in the program:

» At MDC-3 platform, 3 pools blocked with gravel and mud from
PETROECUADOR drilling time, back in 1994 were restored. The
volume of restored gravel and mud from drilling amounted to
approximately 2800 m3.

» At Estación Paraíso, the cleaning and restoration of an environmental liability located at the back of the station was carried out,
treating approximately 2,700 m3 of polluted soil.

» At Paraíso 9 platform, a pool located in the west side was restored,
with the recovery of 2,500 m3 of polluted soil and 20 m3 of water.
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Habitats Protection
WISE USE OF WETLANDS PROGRAM
FOTO

ENAP’s Wise Use of Wetlands Program is carried out since 2008
with the purpose of promoting wetland effective conservation at its
operations’ influence areas, under the concept promoted by Ramsar
Convention where Chile is one of the 160 contracting parties. Wise
Use of Wetlands is defined as ”maintenance of its ecological characteristics, achieved by implementing eco-systems approach within the context of sustainable development”.
ENAP promotes Wise Use of Wetlands because there are some
significant ones in the areas of its main business units in Chile: La Isla,
at Aconcagua river mouth, Lenga in Bío Bío, and Bahía Lomas, in
Tierra del Fuego.
In 2011, during its fourth year, the program continued with its
actions focusing on three instances:

»
»
»
PRIVATE RESERVE FOR THE CONSERVATION
OF HUMID TROPICAL FOREST
At the Paraíso-Biguno-Huachito Intracampos (PBHI)
camp, Enap Sipetrol Ecuador collaborates with “Verde
Luna” Project for the conservation of a primary humid
tropical forest remnant of 280 hectares, located at Francisco
de Orellana province. The conservation strategy consists
in the creation of a private reserve or protected forest,
for the protection of the biological diversity identified in the
area: 200 species of birds, large mammals such as Jaguar
and Danta, and over 80 species of timber trees.
The project is sustained by the principles and policies for
the integral eco-system management and on Ecuador’s
National Biodiversity Conservation Strategy.
In 2011, training and conferences were delivered to increase
environmental awareness, and for the transfer of tools
to protect the environment. Such trainings are included
in two programs: Ecological Restoration, addressed to
adults, and Environmental Education addressed to children
and teachers. A Base Line including studies and inventories
of flora and fauna is currently under preparation, together with eco-system health indicators.

Reinforcement of Bahía Lomas wetland conservation process
Support to conservation capabilities development
Connection among stakeholders in the conservation of
La Isla wetland, at Aconcagua river mouth.

In 2011, ENAP sponsored and provided technical support to the
sixth and seventh editions of the “Course on Biodiversity and Wetland
Conservation” offered by the School of Ecology and Natural
Resources of Universidad Andrés Bello. Such initiative that has
existed for six years has allowed the training of over 400 professionals,
public services representatives, municipalities, companies and
college students.
Aconcagua Refinery contributes to the conservation of the wetland
at Aconcagua mouth, with and area of 13 hectares that is a key
eco-system in the coast of the V Region which shelters over 70
species of migratory and resident birds. “Parque Ecológico La
Isla” is located at the northern strip of the wetland, on land owned
by Aconcagua Refinery given on gratuitous loan to Concón
Municipality until 2015. The park was implemented for community use,
with ENAP’ support.
In 2011, ENAP together with the Ministry of Environment and Concón
Municipality participated in a process to design a conservation
strategy for the wetland. One of the goals is to obtain the Municipal
Natural Reserve Statement for the site.
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EN 13

Bahía Lomas Wetland Conservation,
Magallanes Region

» Courtesy of Antonio Larrea / Bahía Lomas Center

In 2011, the main issues of the Bahía Lomas Wetland conservation
process were the materialization of the Management Plan for this
area, the support to scientific research actions, as well as the support
to the “Bahía Lomas Center” implementation.

ártico (Calidris cannutus rufa) at Bahía Lomas to researchers from
National Wildlife Research Center-Environment Canada, and Global
Flyway Network South America.

The program included an alliance with the Ministry of Environment,
Universidad Santo Tomás, Manomet Center for Conservation
Sciences and Ramsar Convention, which provided for work spaces
and technical support to finalize the Management Plan, one of the
most tangible and significant achievements in a process, unprecedented in Chile, where the strategies and necessary programs for
the effective conservation of the area for the next ten years were
defined.

ENAP’s Wise Use of Wetlands Program was actively integrated
to the creation project of “Centro Bahía Lomas”, at Primavera
district, in Tierra del Fuego. The purpose of this center is to become
a space for science, education and local development, associated to
the conservation of this wetland of global relevance. ENAP subscribed
the joint management agreement entered into by Primavera
Municipality, Universidad Santo Tomás and Manomet Center for
Conservation Sciences (USA), and it is a member of the project’s
Management Committee, which will offer support and strategic
orientation to the center’s management.

In the scientific research area, the program offered logistics
support to on-site campaigns and aerial census to monitor Playero
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» PLAYERO ÁRTICO AND ITS 16,000 KM TRIP
Commonly called Playero ártico in Chile,
Playero rojizo in Argentina and Uruguay,
or Maçarico-de-papovermelho in Brazil,
Calidris canutus is a species of migrating
bird. It nests in the Arctic and migrates to
the Southern hemisphere. Six sub-species
are recognized in the world, among
them Calidris canutus rufa which nests
in the central zone of Canadian Arctic,
and migrates to three different areas:
Florida in the United States, North of
Brazil and Tierra del Fuego in Chile
and Argentina, being the latter one of
the longest migrations of any animal
species.

6

Artico Canadiense

Bahía Delaware, EUA
5

Maranhao, Brasil

4

Lagoa do Peixe, Brasil

Bahía San Antonio, Argentina
3

2
» Photographer: Mark Peck

Bahía Lomas, Chile

1

» Courtesy of Antonio Larrea / Bahía Lomas Center
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Emissions
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
EN 16 - EN 17

ENAP does not have a Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission’ system and
it has not defined corporate criteria or scopes to measure its direct,
indirect and other emissions. Considering that a common calculation
methodology does not exist, emissions reported by Aconcagua and
Bío Bío Refineries are not comparable.
At Aconcagua Refinery, estimated emissions are mainly based on
emission factors of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), “AP-42” factors compendium. At Bío Bío Refinery, this
is supplemented with mass balances at the operations where it is
possible to do so.
At Aconcagua Refinery, CO2 direct emissions in 2011 do not significantly
differ from the emissions of 2009 and 2010, and they represent 82.2%
of the total CO2 emissions. Indirect emissions also do not show major
changes as compared to 2010.
In May 2011, the Regasification Satellite Plant (PSR) of Natural
Liquefied Gas in Pemuco was started-up, for the production of
hydrogen as energy source for Bío Bío Refinery processes, thus
reducing atmospheric emission, including GHG.

EN 16
EN 17

» GHG EMISSIONS ACONCAGUA REFINERY
(TON CO2 - eq )

EN 16
EN 17
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» GHG EMISSIONS BÍO BÍO REFINERY
(TON CO2 - eq )
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INITIATIVES TO REDUCE GHG EMISSIONS

EMISSIONS AND AIR QUALITY

EN 18

Clean Development Mechanism (MDL) Certification in Ecuador
Enap Sipetrol is one of the first oil companies
participating in the Clean Development
Mechanism (MDL) Certification in Ecuador.
The project consists in replacing diesel used
for energy generation with gas obtained
from the exploitation of Mauro Dávalos
Cordero block, which was not used. The
use of natural gas from MDC field was

expanded to generation devoted to Paraíso
Biguno Huachito and Intracampos blocks.
The project was rated as a greenhouse
gas emission reduction, and in 2011 it was
granted validation by the Ministry of Environment to be filed with the United Nations
as a Clean Development Mechanism (MDL).

OTHER EMISSIONS
EN 19 - EN 20

EN 20

» OTHER SIGNIFICANT EMISSIONS OF ACONCAGUA REFINERY [TON/YEAR]

2,100

In order to comply with the new Environmental
Quality Primary Standard for Fine Breathable
Particulate Matter, which was enacted on
January 2012, Bío Bío Refinery implemented
in 2011 the monitoring systems for particulate
matter emission concentrations MP 2,5.

Aconcagua Refinery monitors such environmental agent since 2002, in response to
the environmental requirement for Coker
Industrial Complex (RCA 159/03). The company’s four monitoring stations for air quality at Concón district consider community
participation. Also, the refinery was
incorporated to the National Air Quality
System (SIN- CA) of the Ministry of Environment, a tool designed to deliver on-line
information and to actively contribute to the
protection of public health.

Bío Bío Refinery has goals regarding emissions
management, in compliance with parameters as established for 2011. The decrease
in NOx, SO2 and MP10 emissions in 2011, as
compared to previous normal years such as
2008 and 2009, is mainly due to the use of
LNG as fuel at the complex units.
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» OTHER SIGNIFICANT EMISSIONS OF BÍO BÍO REFINERY [TON/YEAR]
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In 2011, ENAP retained a study to measure
odors with olfactometry at Aconcagua and
Bío Bío refineries, in order to prove the real
impact on the population. Given the nature
of refining operations, these may eventually
issue bothering odors to the community.
The study came to the conclusion that under
normal operation conditions, refineries do
not make an impact on their environment.
Nevertheless, it also became evident that in
case of system failure concrete odor events
may occur, which change the community’s
perception since they are widely disclosed
and are capable of attracting public attention.

MP10
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2011

ENAP’s ozone-depleting substances emissions are not significant.
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FLARED AND VENTED HYDROCARBON
OG 6

Hydrocarbon controlled flaring and venting are safety measures used by the oil and natural
gas industry, and they are a source of emissions.
OG 6

» FLARED AND VENTED HYDROCARBON 2011

REFINERY

REFINING

ACONCAGUA

BÍO BÍO

MAGALLANES

GAS
(Mm3N/YEAR)

DIESEL
(m3/YEAR)

Flared Hydrocarbon

340.29

6,602

Vented Hydrocarbon

*

*

Flared Hydrocarbon
(Oven, Boilers and Torchs)

337.46

5,938

Vented Hydrocarbon

0.0183

-

Magallanes

0.7470

-

*: Under criterion definition stage to report vented hydrocarbon.

Spills
EN 23

The Refining and Marketing Business Line did not record significant
spills in 2011, which according to Chilean standard are those larger
than 5m3.

EN 23

At the Exploration & Production Business Line, eight significant
spills were recorded, according to ENAP’s own criteria, based on
factors such as impact on individuals and the environment, impact
extent, alteration of the company’s reputation and restoration
costs. In all cases, contingency plans were activated allowing to
control events and to restore affected areas.

»

Enap Sipetrol Argentina recorded one event due to a pipeline
puncture, where 2.5 m3 of production fluid containing hydrocarbon
were spilt to the ground.

» Enap Sipetrol Ecuador recorded 4 events with a total crude volume
spilt of 1.8 m3. The most significant spill was associated to pipeline
theft at the flow line of Paraíso 20 Well.

» Enap Sipetrol Egypt recorded a rollover of a tank truck transporting
crude, event at which 44 m3 of oil were spilt at East Ras Qattara block,
operated by its partner Petroshand.

» Enap Magallanes recorded two events. The most significant was
the spill of 0.5 m3 of diesel into the sea during materials’ loading and
unloading.

» NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT SPILLS

2008

2009

2010

2011

ACONCAGUA REFINERY

1

0

1

0

BÍO BÍO REFINERY

1

0

1

0

MAGALLANES

1

0

0

0

DAO

0

1

2

0

SUBTOTAL R&C

3

1

4

0

E&P MAGALLANES

5

4

0

2

ENAP SIPETROL ARGENTINA

1

2

1

1

ENAP SIPETROL ECUADOR

6

1

1

4

ENAP SIPETROL EGYPT

0

2

1

1

SUBTOTAL E&P

12

8

3

8

TOTAL

15

9

7

8
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Discharges
EN 21 - EN 25

EN 21

» RILES R&C BUSINESS LINE (Mm3/AÑO)

105,152

104,635

5,000

4,635

90,225

4,197

4,000

4,100

77,700

3,000

0

Aconcagua Refinery

80,000
3,627

3,622
63,161

2,000
1,000

100,000

Bío Bío Refinery

60,000
DAO

40,000
1,190

1,040

945

917

345

165

152

286

168

122

121

82

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

856

914
482

Terminal Quintero

20,000

Magallanes

0

» EFFLUENTS CHARACTERISTICS R&C BUSINESS LINE 2011
Aconcagua
Refinery

Bío Bío
Refinery

Quintero
Terminal

PHENOL INDEX

0.80

0.10

0.20

OILS & GREASE

6.90

10.80

8.00

TOTAL HYDROCARBONS

0.32

4.50

0.89

SULPHIDES

0.15

0.50

0.07

23

18

42

PARAMETERS (MG/L)

SUSPENDED SOLIDS

Aconcagua Refinery discharges its industrial liquid residues (ILR) into the sea, through sewage
pipelines located outside the shore protection zone (Concón and Quintero). In Concón, the
volume of ILR decreased by 22%, while in Quintero it increased over three times as compared
to 2010, which could be related to greater water content in crudes. The increase recorded is
not above the maximum flow that may be issued to the water reception body. The quality of
ILR complies with the standards and is verified by external laboratories.
At DAO, over 95% of discharges correspond to irrigation quality water, coming from refrigeration
processes of San Fernando Plant. A minor portion of discharges corresponds to discontinued
discharges from Conventional Gravitational Separators of each facility. Discharges are
made to surface water, in compliance with the corresponding standard (Decree Nº 90 /00,
MINSEGPRES).
Bío Bío Refinery: The company discharges its treated water to the river with that name; for
this reason it maintains a permanent monitoring over this water body. The most critical
parameters of ILR are hydrocarbons and pH. Hydrocarbons show low values as compared
to the standard, as a result of improvements to the oily water treatment plant. Bío Bío river
2011 Environmental Surveillance Program did not show any significant environmental impact
over the discharge area of influence.
Enap Sipetrol Ecuador processes do not discharge water to the environment since industrial
water is used in a closed system.
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Waste
EN 22

EN 22

ENAP disposed of a total 2,369 tons of non-hazardous solid waste in
2011. 24% of such waste corresponds to the Exploration & Production
Business Line and 76% to the Refining & Marketing Business Line.

» SOLID NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATION AS
PER BUSINESS LINE [TON/YEAR]

2,000

As compared to 2010, figures account for 37% waste generation
increase. Such increase is due to waste accounting at the catalytic
cracking plant of Aconcagua Refinery, not recorded in 2010.

1,500

1,000

80% of non-hazardous waste generated in 2011 was disposed of in
dumps and/or sanitary fillings.

500

0
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EN 24

ENAP generated 34,458 tons of solid hazardous waste in 2011,
corresponding to hydrocarbon mud and sediments, used filters,
operational waste and hydrocarbon-polluted soil, empty packages,
among other, representing a 35% increase as compared to 2010.

Exploration &
Production Business line

EN 24

85% of such waste was disposed of at authorized fillings, 10% was
recycled or re-used and 5% was incinerated. Of the total generated,
over 99% corresponds to the Refining & Marketing BusIness line.
The increase as compared to 2010 is mainly due to normalization of
ashes withdrawal at Bío Bío Refinery contributed by Petropower, as a
result of the 2010 earthquake.

Refination &
Comercialization
Business line

» HAZARDOUS SOLID WASTE GENERATION AS
PER BUSINESS LINE [TON/YEAR]
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ENAP is studying and exploring new technologies to treat “NonBiorestorable Waste” at Magallanes Region, including Plasma
Energy Gasification and Vitrification. In 2011, optimization on this
matter continued, by means of synergies with expert international
companies to face the Region’s total waste management from a
systemic point of view.
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DRILLING WAST

OG 7

Drilling waste, made of mud and rock debris is specific to the
hydrocarbon industry, and they are produced and managed in large
amounts. Drilling mud mainly consists of water and a type of clay
called bentonite. Synthetic and greasy base mud is also used.

OG 7

» DRILLING WASTE VOLUME 2011

EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION

MUDS
(m3)

TAILINGS
(TON)

E&P Magallanes

2,506

2,504

SIPETROL Egypt

5,284

8,530
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COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
EN 28
EN 28

» SIGNIFICANT FINES FOR NON-COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS ENAP 2011

SUBSIDIARY

Bío Bío Refinery

ENTITY

DATE OF
NOTICE

Maritime Authority

25 - 05 - 2007
(Spill event)

Health SEREMI
Maritime Authority

Aconcagua Refinery

SEC

Enap Sipetrol
Argentina

Naval Prefecture
Argentina

RULING

FINE
IN UTM

ISSUE

DGTM & MM
Exempt Ord.
N° 12655/1

2,514

Bahía San Vicente spill and water pollution

07 -04 - 2008

2125 Disciplinary
action

100

Bothering emissions to the environment

15 -02 - 2011

Resolución
G.M. (T) Ord.
Nº 12050/21

13

Hydrocarbon filtering at Bahía de San Vicente

08 - 10 - 2008

0919 - of- 2008

7,200

Non-compliance with technical standard.
Liquid fuel ignition at the Naphtha
hydro-treatment Unit (NHT)

22 -06 - 2010

DJPM AYI
935/11

72

Infringement of Sea Discharge Regime as a
consequence of hydrocarbons spill on June
22, at Offshore AM-3 Platform.

Note: Of trials pending from final resolution included in ENAP 2010 Sustainability Report, during 2011 trials with the Maritime Authority and Health SEREMI were finalized
with resolutions N°12655/1 and N°2125 respectively, corresponding to the two first cases that appear in the table above for Bío Bío Refinery.
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EN 29

Environmental Impacts of Transportation
At ENAP, transportation operations for logistical purposes
include maritime and terrestrial means, including oil pipelines.

» Maritime Transportation: In 2011, ENAP analyzed the risks of
the maritime transportation chain and, according to the industry’s
best practice, implemented a vetting department, responsible of
assessing and ensuring the safety of vessels retained by ENAP for
the transportation of crude and fuels.

» Terrestrial Transportation: Fuel products’ terrestrial transpor-

tation activities are a critical issue as regards Health, Safety and
Environment. ENAP has identified risks and defined operative
procedures that regulate companies’ transporting operations,
such as loading, unloading, as well as control and mitigation actions.

Safety performance of the terrestrial transportation fleet that
provides services to ENAP is daily and monthly monitored. Results
are reported to the corresponding managements and reviewed
with the transporting companies every month. Each transporting
company has an emergency and mitigation plan, to deal with
contingencies through established actions and protocols.

» MAIN TERRESTRIAL TRANSPORTATION PARAMETERS 2011
TRAVELS
MADE

LNG Coke
and GLP
Diesel

» Other possible environmental impacts are related to fuels transportation through pipelines and related accidental spills As a
preventive measure, repair tasks are performed to ensure operational reliability, minimizing the risk of bursts and events caused
by failures due to corrosion, dents or others. In 2011, a “Procedure
for Third-Party Works on Oil Pipelines” was developed, which was
distributed with the purposes to sensitize landowners of the sector
crossed by oil pipelines.

» Air Transportation
Geographical dispersion of ENAP’s business units and operations
requires air traveling from and to operations sites, thus generating
environmental impact related to transportation of the workfroce .
Nevertheless, such emissions are marginal as compared to the
typical emissions of productive processes (see EN 16). The company intends to reduce impacts associated to air transportation
through the use of new information technologies available.

DISTANCE
TRAVELLED

DRIVING
HOURS

2,225

2,706,000

33,825

20,881

3,989,320

49,867

4,031

1,358,021

16,975

» PLANE TRIPS
TON
CO2/YEAR

KM/YEAR

Enap Santiago

207.42

1,854,818

Enap Magallanes

237.03

2,833,941

Enap Sipetrol Santiago

144.65

1,619,578

Enap Sipetrol Argentina

579.20

6,367,382

Enap Sipetrol Ecuador

309.09

1,869,408

1,477.40

14,545,127

TOTAL

*Emission Factors of the International Civil Aviation Organization (United Nations)
http://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/CarbonOffset/Pages/default.aspx
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Environmental Expense and Investments
EN 30

» ENAP 2011 ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENSE AND INVESTMENTS
PROYECT

DESCRIPTION

31.12.2011
THUS$

31.12.2010
THUS$

» ENAP
Riles

Re-injection water transportation Tierra del Fuego

114

38

Facilities Standardization

Sewage water management Bahía Laredo

57

530

Environmental Permits management

Project environmental permits management

625

381

Environmental liabilities project

Wells restoration

40

1.574

Environmental restoration

Tasks effected by Offshore and Inland Management

921

514

Waste management

Riles and Respel disposal agreement

536

307

2,293

3,344

TOTAL ENAP

» SIPETROL / ECUADOR
Environmental liabilities restoration

Mauro Dávalos Cordero (Ecuador)

519

494

Environmental management system implementation

Mauro Dávalos Cordero (Ecuador)

511

760

Environmental liabilities restoration

Paraíso, Biguno, Huachito (Ecuador)

740

330

Environmental management system implementation

Paraíso, Biguno, Huachito (Ecuador)

534

317

2,304

1,901

» Sub-total
SIPETROL / ARGENTINA
Environmental liabilities restoration

Magallanes Area

454

645

Environmental management system implementation

Magallanes Area

251

316 *

Environmental liabilities restoration

CCCP

578

462

Environmental liabilities restoration

PDC

1.006

940

Environmental liabilities restoration

CAM2

5

10

2,294

2,373

23

8

15,469

57,105

Subtotal
» SIPETROL / EGYPT
Environmental liabilities restoration

Egypt

TOTAL SIPETROL
*: In 2011 FECU, ENAP added two projects as compared to 2010 data as a consequence of a new rating criterion.
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» ENAP 2011 ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENSE AND INVESTMENTS (THUS$)

EN 30

PROYECT

DESCRIPTION

31.12.2011
THUS$

31.12.2010
THUS$

» ENAP REFINERÍAS S.A.
New alkylation unit

Construction, advising and equipment agreements

31,847

Increased production capacity of low
sulfur diesel

Construction, advising and equipment agreements

8,986

Double seals installation on processing pumps

Construction, advising and equipment agreements

630

Improved drainage management of gasoline
and kerosene tanks

Construction, advising and equipment agreements

10

Improved Oily Water Treatment System

Construction, advising and equipment agreements

103

Installation of rainfall and other drainage
management system

Construction, advising and equipment agreements

21

Odor monitoring

Construction, advising and equipment agreements

145

32 *

Environmental Agreement 2008 - 2012: soil

Construction, advising and equipment agreements

41

-

Environmental cooperation agreement
2008 - 2012: air quality

Construction, advising and equipment agreements

328

-

514

41,629

Advising

708

183

Depreciation

273

68

Advising

887

1,370

1,868

1,621

273

68

Sub-total proyects
Environmental Services
Depreciation
Waste disposal
Sub-total UM expense
Depreciation
Waste disposal

Depreciation

887

1,370

Acid Plant

Advising

498

498

Sulfur Plant

Plant operational costs

73

166

Gasoline Desulphurization Plant

Plant operational costs

4,716

4,596

Diesel Desulphurization Plant

Plant operational costs

167

110

Sub-total MA UM expense

6,173

6,229

TOTAL ERSA

8,555

49,479

* : In 2011 FECU, ENAP added two projects as compared to 2010 data as a consequence of a new rating criterion.
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9
Labor Practice
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Human Resources
Management
The purpose of Human Resources Management is “adding value to the business as a strategic partner so that
the Company has the necessary staff and organization as required by the strategy deploying its whole potential,
incorporating all players, contributing with expert advising, policies, tools and services. Our task prioritizes
individuals’ safety, client orientation, respect for people and equality”.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

LABOR TERMINATION PLAN

In 2011, seven collective bargaining processes were carried out at
ENAP. Five of them took place concomitantly with the following
unions: Enap Santiago Labor Union, Sipetrol Labor Union, Enap –
Petrox Labor Union, Aconcagua Refinery Labor Union, and Emalco
Labor Union.

The implementation of the labor termination plan initiated at the
end of 2010, whit the purpose to adequate the company’s current
business needs, improving its competitiveness by decreasing fixed
costs and increasing ENAP’s value, ended in 2011. During the term,
100 employees from ENAP’s different business units were
terminated. The total termination number as a consequence of
this plan amounted to 491 workers.

Subsequently, negotiations with Aconcagua Refinery Professionals’
Union and Enap – Magallanes Professionals’ Union were held.
All these processes ended with in advance agreements, with the
execution of new collective agreements of 3-year validity and in
one case, of 40-month validity.
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Workforce
LA 1

» BREAKDOWN OF OWN EMPLOYEES AND CONTRACTOR’S 2011, AS PER BUSINESS UNIT

TYPE OF AGREEMENT

BÍO BÍO

ACONCAGUA MAGALLANES

ENAP
SANTIAGO

SIPETROL
CHILE

SIPETROL
ARGENTINA

SIPETROL
ECUADOR

SIPETROL
EGYPT

MANU
PERÚ

TOTAL

OWN EMPLOYEES

675

785

791

211

85

184

94

65

6

2,896

CONTRACTORS’

1,213

2,584

949

112

0

682

14

20

0

5,574

TOTAL

1,888

3,369

1,740

323

85

866

108

85

6

8,470

ENAP
SANTIAGO

SIPETROL
CHILE

SIPETROL
ARGENTINA

SIPETROL
ECUADOR

SIPETROL
EGYPT

MANU
PERÚ

TOTAL

LA 1

» BREAKDOWN OF OWN EMPLOYEES 2011, AS PER TYPE OF JOB

TIPO DE EMPLOY

BÍO BÍO

ACONCAGUA MAGALLANES

SHIFT

363

408

457

0

0

49

54

4

-

1,335

ADMINISTRATIVE

312

377

334

211

85

135

40

61

6

1,561

SIPETROL
ARGENTINA

SIPETROL
ECUADOR

SIPETROL
EGYPT

MANU
PERÚ

TOTAL

LA 1

»BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYEES 2011, AS PER TYPE OF AGREEMENT

TYPE OF AGREEMENT

BÍO BÍO

ACONCAGUA MAGALLANES

ENAP
SANTIAGO

SIPETROL
CHILE

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

INDEFINITE AGREEMENT

598

44

702

66

754

37

115

77

67

16

152

30

80

14

45

10

5

1

FIXED TERM

30

3

14

3

0

0

16

3

1

1

1

1

0

-

4

6

0

0

GENDER

M

F

2,519 294
66

17
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Employment
LA 2

EMPLOYEE TURNOVER
The total workforce of ENAP decreased by 1.8% in 2011, as compared
to 2010.
ENAP’ employee turnover rate remained at the historical average,
except for Santiago’s headquarters, Ecuador and Argentina.

LA 2

The 30.7% employee turnover of Santiago’s headquarters is explained by the termination plan initiated in 2010, as well as by programmed hiring.
In Ecuador, the 43.9% turnover was caused by workforce increase as
required by the drilling campaign, and to terminations due to better
salary offers in the market and to terminations in response to safety
issues occurred during the term.

» EMPLOYEE TURNOVER RATE PER BUSINESS UNIT
BÍO BÍO

ACONCAGUA MAGALLANES

ENAP
SANTIAGO

SIPETROL
CHILE

SIPETROL
ARGENTINA

SIPETROL
ECUADOR

SIPETROL
EGYPT

NEW EMPLOYEES

35

16

13

39

5

25

23

3

TERMINATIONS

34

49

59

23

8

18

17

5

TOTAL MOVEMENTS

69

65

72

62

13

43

40

8

AVERAGE STAFF

666

787

810

202

86

183

91

65

TURNOVER RATE

10.36%

8.26%

8.89%

30.69%

15.12%

23.50%

43.96%

12.31%

NEW HIRINGS RATE

5.26%

2.03%

1.60%

19.31%

5.81%

13.66%

25.27%

4.62%

SOCIAL BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES
LA 3

ENAP full-time employees are entitled to the benefits appearing in
the collective bargain agreements. Although differences exist among
the different kinds of agreements, benefits tend to be alike and they
refer to health issues, loans, bonds and special assignments.

RETURN TO WORK AND RETENTION
AFTER PARENTAL LEAVE
LA 15

In 2011, returno to work of male or female employees after parental
leave amounted to 100% at ENAP business units in Chile.
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Labor Relations
COVERAGE OF COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING AGREEMENTS
LA 4

The average unionization rate of ENAP workers in 2011
amounted to 81.3%. The slight decrease trend of Santiago
headquarters and Enap Sipetrol is explained by a greater rate
of executive officers, who do not enter into collective bargaining.

JORGE MATUTE MATUTE
The close relationship between the Company and its employees
has been one of the corporate strategy’s fundamentals. Regarding
this issue, ENAP highlights the vision and contribution by Jorge
Matute, who passed away on August 23, 2011, when he was 60
years old, as a consequence of an aggressive lymph cancer.
Jorge, apart from being a symbolical union leader of the oil
industry in Chile and one of ENAP’s directors, was an exemplary
liaison between management and the workers. He stood out for
combining labor rights and workers’ interests defense, with the
business strategy and purposes, promoting a mutual responsibility
vision towards the company’s growth and feasibility.
His legacy for the oil sector and the Chilean unions is a responsible,
informed dialogue, committed with the present and the future
of a state owned company, acknowledging the different roles
corresponding to each partie, always with a steady, clear and
conciliatory stand.

Given the individual characteristics of Ecuador and Egypt regulatory
frameworks, Enap Sipetrol Business Units’ workers in those countries
are not subject to collective bargaining.
LA 4

» UNIONIZATION RATE
2010

2011

BÍO BÍO REFINERY

96.01

95.70%

ACONCAGUA REFINERY

96.00

95.03%

MAGALLANES

97.26

96.71%

ENAP SANTIAGO

63.64

54.98%

80.68 [1]

72.94%

72.88

9.7% [2]

ENAP SIPETROL ECUADOR

0%

0%

ENAP SIPETROL EGYPT

0%

0%

92.27

81.3%

ENAP SIPETROL CHILE
ENAP SIPETROL ARGENTINA

TOTAL AVERAGE UNIONIZATION RATE

[1] In 2010, a 98.7% was reported, but the one appearing on this table is the correct one.
[2] The percentage of workers under collective bargain agreements amounts to
72%, although the amount reported on this table is the registration rate.

NOTICE PERIOD REGARDING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES
LA 5

Company’s organizational changes are notified to employees
through ENAP’s regular internal communication channels. ENAP
has not defined a formal procedure for the notice in advance of
such changes.

Nevertheless, historically and through normal dialogue between
labor unions and company’s management, the different issues of
interest for the parties are approached, including organizational
changes or adjustments in progress.
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Ocuppational
Health & Safety
INJURY AND OCCUPATONAL DESEASES RATES

LA 7

LA 7

ENAP has a corporate system to record occupational health &
safety performance indicators, of its own and contractors’ workers,
based on the following indicators:
» Frequency Index (IF): it measures the number of injuries
with lost time as per million of man/hours (HH) worked during
a 12-month term.
» Seriousness Index (IG): it measures the number of days absent
from work due to labor accidents, as per million of hours worked
during a 12-month term. In case of fatalities, 6,000 lost days are
added during a 12-month term, the so-called charged days.

LOST
DAYS

ACCIDENTS

FATALITIES

772

23

2

10.9 6068.9

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

ACONCAGUA REFINERY

352

6

0

3.8

222.4

BÍO BÍO REFINERY

137

4

0

2.3

79.3

DAO

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

REFINING, LOGISTICS AND
MARKETING MAGALLANES

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

IF

IG

E&P MAGALLANES
SIPETROL INTERNATIONAL

LA 7

The different operations report their injury indicators to the local
authorities, pursuant to the legal requirements of each country.
In 2011, ENAP recorded a consolidated Frequency Index of 5.5,
28.5% lower than in 2010.
OG 13

In the case of operational safety, definitions on this type of events
are being standardized, based on internationally accepted criteria
(API RP 754), in order to apply shared and comparable concepts
among operating units.
» ENAP FREQUENCY INDEX (IF)

» CONTRACTORS’ EMPLOYEES
LABOR ACCIDENTS, 2011
ACCIDENTS

FATALITIES

115

21

1

10.2 2958.6

SIPETROL INTERNATIONAL

1,323

20

1

6.6

2426.3

ACONCAGUA REFINERY

588

25

1

6.0

1422.5

BÍO BÍO REFINERY

447

6

0

2.2

164.0

DAO

104

4

0

13.1

340.9

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

E&P MAGALLANES

REFINING, LOGISTICS AND
MARKETING MAGALLANES

N° OF LOST WORKER DAYS MM HH

N° OF ACCIDENTS WITH LOST TIME MM HH

10
08
06
04
02

Company’ staff

IG

» ENAP SERIOUSNESS INDEX (IG)

12

2009

IF

LOST
DAYS

14

00

» COMPANY’S EMPLOYEES
LABOR ACCIDENTS, 2011

2010
Contractors’ staff

2011
Consolidated

2,800
2,600
2,400
2,200
2,000
1,800
1,600
1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
00

Company’ staff

2009

2010
Contractors’ staff

2011
Consolidated
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HEALTH & SAFETY COMMITTEES
LA 6

All ENAP operations have Health & Safety Committees componed
by management and workers’ representatives, with the purpose
of contributing to injury and occupational diseases risk prevention
management. In 2011, 21 committees regularly operated at ENAP
business units, as shown in the table.

LA 6

» EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED AT HEALTH AND
SAFETY COMMITTEES

COUNTRY

COMMITTEE NAME

Nº

COVERAGE

CHILE

Hygiene and Safety
Joint Committees

10

Work centers with
over 25 employees
(Law 16,744)

On-site Joint
Committees

8

Contractors’
Officers and
employees.

ECUADOR

Health and Hygiene
at work Committee

1

100% of employees

ARGENTINA

HSEQ Committee

1

EGYPT

Health and Safety
Committee.

1

On site staff and
Contractors’ staff

tions, in order to incorporate controls to avoid repetition of similar
events, as well as to restate and reinforce the preventive approach
at all operations.
» Enap Aconcagua Refinery
On July 21, 2011, the Contractor’s employee, Mr. Juan Bernal, who
worked as a handyman, during a scheduled preventive maintenance,
he mistakenly climbed a duly identified energized post and received
an electric discharge which caused his death on site.
» Magallanes.
On November 25, 2011, the employee, Mr. René Dobson Mancilla,
suffered an accident during the recovery of a pipeline cleaning device
from a gas pipeline, being violently expelled to the outside by the
pressure inside the gas pipeline and he passed away while receiving
care at the Armed Forces hospital of Magallanes.
On December 3, 2011, the employee, Mr. Manuel Alvarado Serón,
received an electric discharge when he grabbed an energized electric
conductor, which caused his death on site.
On April 9, 2011, the Contractor’s employee, Mr. Ramón Montenegro,
lost the control of the truck he was driving on a public road, falling
into a sector’s watering hole. As a result of the accident, the employee
passed away on site.

FATALITIES 2011
In 2011 five fatalities were recorded caused by labor accidents at
different ENAP business units. Such accidents were thoroughly
investigated, to determine their causes and to establish corrective
and preventive action plans. The reports were shared by all opera-

» Ecuador
On October 9, 2011, the Contractor’s employee, Mr. Domingo Humberto
Arboleda Ramírez, suffered an accident during a vessel maintenance
and cleaning procedure, at Paraíso station of PBHI Block, where an
explosion took place, causing the employee’s death.
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Education and Risk
Prevention Programs
LA 8

SAFETY CULTURE
The Safety Culture Program started in 2011, with training sessions
for officers, union leaders, members of the Joint Committees and
supervisory line.
The two first stages of the project were completed, which corresponded
to the safety culture sensitization and survey carried out by the
Institute for a Safety Culture (ICSI Francia) and Mutual de Seguridad.
The diagnosis results allowed the start the design of an action plan
to face the risk factors identified at Magallanes, particularly those
that may have had an incidence on the fatalities occurred this year.
Staff was trained on “Self-care and attitude”, which introduces the
LA 8

» SAFETY EDUCATION HOURS 2011

Exploration and Production

25,605

Refining and Marketing

14,920

Storage and Oil Pipelines Departmento
(liquids transportation-pipelines)
Logistics (terrestrial transportation)

358
115,551
156,434

Total

Dynamic Risk analysis concept as a fundamental element to prevent
errors during tasks performing.

HEALTH PREVENTIVE PROGRAM
The Health Preventive Program consists in annual health examination to each employee, according to their medical history and age.
The diagnosis is accompanied by the analysis of individual
results, behavior reinforcement and self-care conducts related to
cardiovascular and metabolic factors. This education role has been
extended to family members and contractors’ collaborators at Enap
Magallanes.
Enap Magallanes carries out an annual Occupational Examination
to its entire staff exposed to labor risk agents: industrial noise, silica
dust, solvents and ionizing radiation. It also develops preventive
programs on Ergonomics, Load Manual Handling, UV Radiation of
solar origin Protection, First Aid training and Labor Activation and
Pause Gym.

Health and Safety topics covered
in Formal Agreements with Unions
LA 9

ENAP undertook the commitment to contribute to a better quality of
life for its workers with a healthy and safe labor environment. The
workers’ collective bargaining agreements ensure the coverage of
several programs to improve physical, eco-emotional and mental
well-being, such as:
»
»
»
»

Annual health preventive examination
Cardiovascular risk prevention
Occupational health
Mental health prevention

»
»
»
»
»
»

Anti-flu vaccine
Healthy nutrition
Auditive conservation
Health encouragement and protection
Health Care and urgency
ENAP’s and contractors’ workers health control

The health care and urgency medicine service is available for all
workers, 24 hours a day during the entire year.
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Employees’
Training and Education
SKILLS MANAGEMENT AND LIFELONG LEARNING

Issues approached in 2011 training activities, as measured in hours, appears in the table below.

LA 10

In 2011, the average training hours at ENAP amounted to 46.2 hours
per employee. The average detail as per gender is 48.7 hours per
men, and 23.9 hours per women. ENAP prioritized training in the
operations area, where male staff is much greater. Nevertheless,
at Santiago headquarters, with focus on management and administrative tasks, the average training rate between women and men is
similar.

LA 10

» AVERAGE HOUR OF TRAINING 2011,
BY GENDER, AND BY EMPLOYEE CATEGORY
TOTAL

MAN

WOMAN

NON EXECUTIVE

EXECUTIVE

Aconcagua Refinery

51.2

53.4

28.1

52.7

10.4

Bío Bío Refinery

104.6

109.4

41.2

108.0

18.9

Magallanes

21.0

21.4

12.7

21.2

12.6

Enap Sipetrol Santiago

16.1

16.2

15.8

16.2

15.9

Enap Sipetrol Argentina

15.4

13.4

25.3

16.1

5.1

Enap Sipetrol Egypt

43.2

46.0

34.9

45.0

26.0

Enap Sipetrol Ecuador

51.9

56.2

28.3

55.0

15.3

Total ENAP

46.2

48.7

23.9

48.3

14.7

UNIDAD DE NEGOCIO

[1]

» TRAINING CONTENT,
IN HOURS
DISTRIBUTION 2011

HOURS
2011

Technical2

81%

112,629

Management

5%

6,475

Languages

1%

1,309

Informatics

2%

2,123

Other

Other

12%

16,084

TOTAL

100%

138,620

5 Managment
1 languages
1 Informatics

CONTENT TYPE

LA 11

At ENAP, training activity is oriented to business processes, and particularly to the critical ones. The annual training cycle includes the
preparation of annual training plans (PAC), prepared on line, with the
support of the human resources areas, which also support in their
application and follow-up.

81
%

Technical

12

The company maintains union agreements at all its units, supporting
the technical and professional training of its employees, with partial
or total financing of career and post-graduate degrees. Such support
materializes through training and development scholarships, which
in 2011 were granted to 120 workers, for careers such as Industrial
Engineering, Risk Prevention Technician, Certificate Accountant,
Business Administration, Industrial Automation and Control,
Industrial Civil Engineering (supplementary to Industrial Engineering), among other.

PERFORMANCE REVIEWS

Calculated over annual average staff.

NOTE: At ENAP two types of agreement exist: Executive and Non-executive. In
prior years, the information on non-executive employees has been broken down
into professional, technician or administrative; notwithstanding, there are no differences among them neither on training or skill development policies, nor on
the benefits they have an access to. The main difference between workers’ categories is related to the type of contract, for this reason it is reported only with
such distinction.

» DISTRIBUTION OF TRAINING
HOURS PER ISSUES, 2011

LA 12

In 2011, ENAP’s Performance Management System (SGD) continued
being implemented, with the purpose of improving employees’
performance by strengthening their skills. The percentage of
workers receiving regular performance reviews amounted to 95%.
Of such assessments, 91% were of men and 9% of women.
During the same term, the company’s executive segment was
incorporated through behavioral goals, thus widening the system’s
universe and real coverage, adapting it to the executive role characteristics.

Technical training is defined as the one that directly approached the business processes,
such as Marketing and Logistics, Exploration and Production, Finance and Accounting, Risk
Prevention, among other.
2
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Diversity and Equal
Opportunity
LA 13

ENAP’s Board of Directors members, both of the parent company and of subsidiaries Enap Refinerías S.A. and Enap Sipetrol S.A. are 100% men.
An 89.2% of the company’s total workforce corresponds to men and to 10.8% women. Such composition has remained relatively constant
during the last years, which is explained by the nature of hydrocarbon activities.
At Santiago headquarters workforce distribution as per gender is more equitable, with 38% women and 62% men.

LA 2

» EMPLOYEES’ BREAKDOWN 2011, AS PER BUSINESS UNIT AND GENDER

BREAKDOW

BÍO BÍO

ACONCAGUA MAGALLANES

ENAP
SANTIAGO

SIPETROL
CHILE

SIPETROL
ARGENTINA

SIPETROL
ECUADOR

SIPETROL
EGIYPT

MANU
PERÚ

TOTAL

%

WOMEN

47

69

37

80

17

31

14

16

1

312

10.8

MEN

628

716

754

131

68

153

80

49

5

2,584

89.2

TOTAL

675

785

791

211

85

184

94

65

6

2,896

100

LA 2

» EMPLOYEES’ BREAKDOWN 2011, AS PER BUSINESS UNIT AND AGE

AGE

BÍO BÍO

ACONCAGUA MAGALLANES

ENAP
SANTIAGO

SIPETROL
CHILE

SIPETROL
ARGENTINA

SIPETROL
ECUADOR

SIPETROL
EGYPT

MANU
PERÚ

TOTAL

%

< = 36

183

216

61

56

13

79

45

43

2

698

24

37 - 51

318

369

238

106

41

70

39

19

2

1,202

42

52 - 65

174

200

492

49

31

35

10

3

2

996

34

TOTAL

675

785

791

211

85

184

94

65

6

2,896

100

During 2011 there were no significant changes in workers’ age composition as compared to 2010.

EQUAL REMUNERATION FOR WOMEN AND MEN
LA 14

The guaranteed remuneration level at ENAP Group of Companies is determined on the basis of the different positions’ tasks and responsibilities,
and there are no salary differences as per gender.
Among a total number of 26 executive officers, which is the segment of higher remuneration, as of December 2011, there was only one woman.

AVERAGE BASE SALARIES IN
CH$ AS OF DECEMBER 2011

AVERAGE GUARANTEED SALARIES
IN CH$ AS OF DECEMBER 2011

TYPE OF AGREEMENT

MEN

WOMEN

M/W RATIO

MEN

WOMEN

M/W RATIO

NON EXECUTIVE

$ 930,871

$ 990,376

1.06

$ 1,969,096

$ 1,875,600

0.95

0.79

$ 6,116,191

$ 4,963,204

0.81

EXECUTIVE

$ 5,339,356 $ 4,232,686
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COMPLIANCE WITH LABOR REGULATIONS
SO 8

» SANCTIONS FOR NON-COMPLIANCE WITH LABOR STANDARDS

ENTITY

ISSUE

OCURRENCE/NOTICE

RULING/ BRIEFING

FINE
IN UTM

ENAP MAGALLANES
LABOR PROVINCE
COMPTROLLER
TIERRA DEL FUEGO

Exceeding maximum extra hours a day and
not granting weekly rest on the seventh day,
corresponding to Articles 31, 1st paragraph,
and 38, 3rd paragraph of the Labor Code.

28-01-2011

Administrative Resolution
(1203-3368-11-001-1 and 2,
of 28-01-11)

25

LABOR PROVINCE
COMPTROLLER
MAGALLANES

Not having an attendance record at Posesión,
and not granting weekly compensatory rest
at Posesión site.

17-02-2011

Administrative Resolution
3995-11-10-2 and -3

18

LABOR PROVINCE
COMPTROLLER
MAGALLANES

Infringement to Art. 349, paragraph 2° and
33 of the Labor Code (not complying with
collective bargain agreement and not having
an accurate attendance record). By ruling on
RIT I-19-2011 initial fines of 70 UTM are
reduced to 25 UTM. Fines paid.

18-12-2010

LABOR PROVINCE
COMPTROLLER
MAGALLANES

Not having Internal Regulations,
minimum clauses.

17-02-2011

Administrative Resolution
3995-11-10-1

40

LABOR PROVINCE
COMPTROLLER
MAGALLANES

By Administrative Resolution, ENAP is punished
for not having an Attendance Record corresponding
to certain employee, not complying with resolution authorizing exceptional working hour
distribution, and not complying with rest
granting to the same employee.
Initial fine is reduced by 50%.

22-12-2011

Administrative Resolution
12.01.3520.11.022-1 and
12.01.3520.11.022-2

40

LABOR PROVINCE
COMPTROLLER
MAGALLANES

Not complying with resolution authorizing
exceptional working hour distribution,
and not complying with rest granting to
four employees.

29-09-2011

Administrative Resolution
12.01.3520.11.024-1

40

LABOR PROVINCE
COMPTROLLER
MAGALLANES

Not having an accurate attendance record,
and not paying isolation bonus.

04-11-2010

Administrative Resolution
N°3188.10.26-1 and 2
of 18.12.10

Administrative Resolution
N°7528.10.44.1 and 2 de
04.11.10

25

0

BÍO BÍO REFINERY
LABOR COMMUNAL
COMPTROLLER
TALCAHUANO

Fatal accident, Contractor’s employee

07-12-2009

LABOR COMMUNAL
COMPTROLLER
TALCAHUANO

Inexistent sanitary conditions at
dock walkway works.

30-12-2009

Resolution N° 8222209095-1

Resolution N° 7831-09076-1

40

20
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Freedom of Association
HR 5

ENAP does not intervene in contractors labor relations, in the
understanding that they are responsible for their management.
Nevertheless, the company prioritizes relations with those contractors
with an adequate management of these issues, with a total compliance of corresponding labor regulations.

Human Rights
HR 6 - HR 7

In all the countries where it operates, ENAP complies with regulatory
frameworks, including international conventions and treaties executed
by the different governments, such as the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. In addition, ENAP adheres to the United Nations Global
Compact and its Human Rights principles regarding child labor and
forced labor.

HR 8

Workforce involved in safety tasks at ENAP facilities receive a
general training on organizational policies and procedures related
to human rights.
HR 1 - HR 2- HR 3 - HR 4 - HR 10

ENAP agreements and investment contracts do not include clauses
referred to Human Rights and they have not been subject to analysis
regarding these issues. Also, suppliers, contractors and other business
partners have not been assessed as regards the compliance with
Human Rights principles.
ENAP has not defined procedures to assess operations as regards
their performance on human rights issues, and it does not have
a formal claim mechanisms on subjects related to human rights.
Similarly, ENAP does not have a training and procedures policy accounting for aspects specifically related with respect for human
rights.
Notwithstanding the above, the company abides by applicable
legislation in force, which contemplates Human Rights standards.

HR 11

In 2011, ENAP did not record any discrimination event.
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10
Community
Relations
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ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN COMMUNITIES
AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT
SO 1 - SO 9 - SO 10 - OG 10

The Business
Strategy includes
the goal of “being
a communityintegrated,
environmentally
responsible
company”.

In its Corporate Sustainability Policy, ENAP undertakes to “Maintain a harmonious
coexistence with the communities where its activities are carried out, contributing to
improve quality of life and local development”, and to “establish and maintain trust
and mutual beneficial relations (...), taking into account their interests and expectations, and looking for opportunities to create shared value”.

ENAP’s management is based on building trust relationships with its stakeholders at a
local level, establishing formal dialogue and engaging with its stakeholders at all its business
units; ENAP implements public participation instances with local communities, as well as
local development programs.
Given the industry’s nature, activities carried out at the different stages of the life cycle
and value chain of hydrocarbons exploitation, refining, storage and transportation, have
impacts and risks that may affect the environment and the local communities.
Within the framework of integral risks management, each business unit of ENAP is responsible
for identifying its critical risks and for carrying out prevention and mitigation plans.
In 2011, ENAP activities in general did not originate significant disputes with local communities.
Nevertheless, ENAP’s Board of Directors decision to reduce the gap between the gas price
the company charges to the distributor Gasco Magallanes and the international market
values, by increasing 16.8% the price of natural gas at Magallanes Region, gave rise to a
social protest. Magallanes Citizens’ Assembly summoned to a stoppage that lasted for one
week during January, 2011. As a result of the negotiations between the Government and
community representatives, a Protocol of Agreement was entered into, agreeing to apply a
3% price adjustment, in the equivalent to annual inflation.

OG 9 - HR 9 - OG 12

The Company’s operations are neither located in territories with a presence of indigenous
people, nor are there ethnic villages in areas close to or affected by ENAP’s activities.
For these reasons, in 2011 no events related to the infringement of indigenous rights were
recorded. Likewise, no involuntary resettlement cases necessary for the company’s activities
occurred.
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Socio-environmental Management
GRI 4.15 - 4.16 - SO 1

With the purpose of managing the processes inherent to the
engagement with local communities, ENAP has initiated the
gradual implementation of a Community Relations Management
System, based on reference models from the hydrocarbons

sector of the Latin American region. The implementation of a
Sustainability Policy’s, and the creation of a specialized structure
for the management of community’s relations were preliminary
steps in that direction.
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Aconcagua Refinery
SO 1

» OPEN HOUSE

» OPEN HOUSE ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY

With the purpose of contributing to Concón’s social and cultural
development, ENAP maintains since 2005 the community center
“Open House”, a meeting area for the development of social skills
and human talent. Open House offers an extensive artistic-cultural
program to the community, lending its facilities for activities organized by different entities, such as Concón Municipality, neighbors’
associations and other local organizations, with a total 52 events
during 2011.

Infocenter,
(an alliance
with the Youth
National Institute)

Movies

» ADULTS’ EDUCATION LEVELING PROGRAM
Aconcagua Refinery Labor Union, supported by the company and
with the collaboration of San Luis School, in Valparaíso, organizes
since 2008 the Adults’ Education Leveling Program, for the benefit
of the Refinery’s workers, contractors and neighbors of Concón
district, who have the chance of leveling their school studies, from
seventh grade to high school fourth grade. A total of 183 individuals have benefited from the four years of program’s existence; in
2011, 52 students registered and 22 graduated from primary and
high school.

Workshops

DETAIL

» Free access to Internet

11,509

» 4 digital literacy courses
» 4 computers’ user courses
» 11 computers’ introduction courses

110

» 4 cycles with 4 movies

372

» Yoga, taichi, theater, guitar,

863

wind, jazz, ballet, modern dance,
entertaining dance, painting,
literature and capoeira.

» Theater for seniors

(together with District Union)

» Kites preparation

» Painting exhibitions by Alberto
Extension
Activities

Nº
USERS

Ludwing, Nancy Gewolb,
and Seniors.
» Presentation of the play
“Medusa”.

20
20
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SO 1

» SOCIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
In 2011, ENAP trained 335 neighbors of Concón, Quintero and Puchuncaví, through the Social
Scholarships’ Program 2011 of Aconcagua Refinery. The investment in community-oriented
scholarships amounted to Ch$117,600,000, financed with the training excess from the National
Service for Training and Employment (Sence).
Specialties with a great labor demand were prioritized, selected together with stakeholders.
75 leaders of neighbors’ associations participated in the course of Labor Practice Management, enabling them to strengthen their support capabilities to the local communities.

» SCHOLARSHIPS
COURSE NAME

Nº PARTICIPANTS

MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTING

20

MASONRY FOR CIVIL WORKS

20

INDUSTRIAL CLEANING

15

SCAFFOLD MANUFACTURING

20

SENIORS’ CARE AND FIRST AID

15

ELECTRICITY

20

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY

15

ISOLATION AND ISOLATION COVER INSTALLATION

15

MEALS HANDLING

50

HEAVY MACHINERY OPERATORS

10

LANDSCAPING AND GARDENING

10

HAIRDRESSING AND MAKE-UP

15

WELDING

15

LABOR PRACTICE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

75

WELDING TECHNOLOGIES

20

TOTAL

» OPEN DOORS POLICY
Aimed to strengthen trust and mutual effort with the communities, in 2011
Aconcagua Refinery organized guided
tours to the plant, where aspects related
to the Company’s operation, environmental
management, Emergency Response system, were disclosed among other issues of
interest.

Guided visits were addressed to neighbors
and social leaders from different sectors in the district, and they were a part of
the Refinery’s open doors and permanent
dialogue with the community policy. The
neighbors invited were able to express
their concerns regarding the Company’s
operations and their impact on the environment, they were able to walk around
the plant and the control room.
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Bío Bío Refinery
SO 1

» COMMUNITIES’ TRAINING
In 2011 Bío Bío Refinery continued carrying out the unemployed individuals’ training program
in Hualpén, Talcahuano and San Vicente bay. 342 individuals were benefitted by the program.
15 courses were delivered, and a total 39,040 training hours in trades such as arc welding,
construction, plumbing and sanitary installation, sewing, type B driving license, among other.
Courses were selected by the following organizations: Talcahuano and Hualpén Labor
Intermediary Office (Omil); Hualpén Three-party Table and Sub-contractors’ Workers
National Federation (Fenatrasub).
The method of training pre-agreements and social scholarships from SENCE’s National
Fund of Social Scholarships were used.
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» SUPPORT TO REPÚBLICA DEL PERÚ SCHOOL
Within the Three-Party Table activities, ENAP collaborated with the
project “Planting the Hope for a Better Future” developed by students
from República del Perú School.
With the support from Biobío’s Foundation for Overcoming Poverty,
students planned and carried out an initiative to improve the quality
of life at their school community, through the recovery of green
areas.
ENAP’s contribution consisted in the donation of fauna species,
trees, flowers, ground and implements to create green areas at
the school, which is close to Bio Bio Refinery facilities and receives
students living at the Company’s immediate surroundings.

» SPORTS- RECREATION PROGRAMS
In 2011, Bío Bío Three-Party Table developed two sports-recreation
programs at Hualpén district. The first was addressed to 200 vulnerable children, between 7 and 12 years old from the projects
Triángulo, Villa El Triángulo, Nueva El Triángulo, 18 de Septiembre
I y II, Patricio Aylwin, Esfuerzo Unido, Irene Frei, Osval- do Muñoz
Carrasco. The children participated in football, volleyball and aerobics
sports workshops, at the facilities of Bío Bío Refinery Sports Club,
under the supervision of a team of teachers from the club.
The second sports program was addressed to seniors under credited
health conditions and members of the groups Los Patriotas, Tierno
Amanecer, Paz y Amor, Porvenir de Sueños, Divino Pastor, Juan
Pablo II, Esperanza de Vivir, los Años Dorados, Santa Teresita, Población
España y Las Golondrinas, which operate at Hualpén district.
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Enap Magallanes
» COMMUNITY TRANING
SO 1

In 2011, Enap Magallanes certified 154 vulnerable individuals of both genders from Punta
Arenas, Puerto Natales and Puerto Porvenir, in different specialties related to hydrocarbons’
industry. The program was financed with SENCE resources.
Training courses included specialties on: welding; electricity; maritime port vigilantes and
security guards; safety in maritime transportation and operation of drilling equipment, and
boarding tasks staff.

ENAP worked together with different
collaborating organizations from the Public
System, such as Training and Employment
National Service (Sence) and Labor Information
Municipal Office, as well as collaborators
from the private system, such as Universidad
de Magallanes and technical training organizations, thus increasing labor insertion
possibilities.
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» VISITS TO ENAP FACILITIES
GRI 4.15 - 4.16

Students from Magallanes’ universities, institutes and schools as
well as from other regions in the country periodically visit the Company’s facilities with the purpose of becoming aware of ENAP’s activities in the area. Guided visits allow ENAP to share technical and
historical information with teachers and students.

» RURAL FIRST-AID FOR CERRO SOMBRERO
EC 8

In March, 2011, Enap Magallanes granted Magallanes Health Service
with a part of its facilities at Cerro Sombrero on gratuitous loan.
It is about 100 square meters of Cerro Sombrero Clinic, to satisfy
the primary health requirements of the neighbors in the district
beneficiaries from FONASA, amounting to 500 individuals. The initiative is a part of the “Collaboration Agreement” entered into in 2009
between ENAP and Magallanes Health Service.
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Enap Sipetrol Ecuador
SO 1

In Ecuador, Enap Sipetrol carries out several programs and projects
for the communities’ benefit located in the area of the Company’s
activities direct influence, at Mauro Dávalos Cordero (MDC) block
and Paraíso, Biguno, Huachito e Intracampos (PBHI), Francisco de
Orellana province (COCA).
Social programs focus on three areas: Education, Health and
Community Development and Strengthening. Projects are directly
implemented by the Community Relations area, which has appointed
a specialist for each area.

» EDUCATION
As regards Education, Enap Sipetrol provides support through
infrastructure, teaching material and educational library to
several primary schools, being the main contributions of 2011:

» Painting: San Bartolo, Las Callanas, Nueva Esmeraldas, Nuevo
Paraíso, Diez de Agosto, Virgen del Carmen and Corazón de Oriente
schools.
»

School Backbags: Diez de Agosto, Nueva Esmeraldas, Santa
Rosa and Virgen del Carmen schools at MDC block; Corazón de
Oriente, San Bartolo, Las Callanas, Las Minas and Nuevo Paraíso
schools at PBHI block.

»

Teaching material: Diez de Agosto, Virgen del Carmen, Santa
Rosa and Nueva Esmeraldas schools at MDC block; Nuevo Paraíso,
de la Independencia, Corazón de Oriente, Las Callanas, Las Minas
and San Bartolo schools at PBHI block.

»

Second puppets show “Forests Protection” for the community’
schools of Nuevo Paraíso, Las Minas and Callanas. As a part of the
Environmental Education Program, puppets workshops were created on subjects such as: “Forest Protection”, “Water Care” and
“Children’s Sexual Abuse Prevention”.

»

Construction of a room for pre-school education, and a water
well at Huamayacu community which lacks a school.

Enap Sipetrol also maintains a students’ excellence program,
granting scholarships to 28 high school students. The best student
of the Scholarships’ Program at PBHI block receives a computer
as incentive.
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» HEALTH

» COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND STRENGTHENING

In the Health area, in 2011 Enap Sipetrol
continued providing care to the communities
in the area of direct influence, emphasizing
primary or preventive care, in line with
the public policy of Ecuador Government
of disease prevention.

Encouragement of productive projects is one of the company’s initiatives with the highest
approval by the communities. Its purpose is to develop and strengthen the neighboring
communities thanks to Enap Sipetrol presence in its areas of influence. For this reason,
the company devotes a great part of the Community Relations Plan resources to support
productive initiatives and improve the quality of life of its inhabitants.

During the term a total 3,574 care services
were delivered: 638 on dental care, and
2,936 on medical care.
Medication delivery continued, and health
care at schools and for mothers was
reinforced, based on corporate management
with Boards, Health Province Directors
and Hospitals of the Ministry of Health at
Sacha and Orellana.

» REFORESTATION AND FORESTRY GREENHOUSE PROJECT
At MDC block influence area, follow-up and maintenance activities are carried out in the
areas reforested with the Company’ support, consisting in phytosanitary control, fertilization
and re-planting of non-surviving seeding. Although the Reforestation Project and the
importance of maintaining and increasing forests have not been adequately advertised,
Enap Sipetrol has received several requests by communities’ representatives for seeds to
plant in their land.
Virgen del Carmen community took the initiative of reforesting one hectare with mahogany,
thus showing the community’s good response to the Reforestation Project.
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» MALANGA CULTURE
A technical visit was organized to the Malanga Culture Project for 32 partners of Corazón
de Oriente district, PBHI. A good development of the culture was noted, as well as a very
low disease incidence. Recommendations were given on the use of chemicals and disease
control, as well as on fertilizers’ application to increase the crop yield.

» POULTRY AND PIG PROJECT
Together with Virgen del Carmen community leaders, Enap Sipetrol approved the implementation
of a poultry project, including materials delivery, sheds construction and products delivery.
It was agreed that labor would not be remunerated and that the community would be in
charge of sheds construction through community mingas. The community has shown its
interest in continuing enhancing the project, and it has requested additional financing from
the Municipality.
The Company also provided technical support to the Poultry and Pig Project of Diez de
Agosto community, focused on pig feeding and deworming. During the inspection visit it
could be noted that a great part of the partners maintains the project with a low number
of animals.
At Unión Chimborazo community (PBHI) a vaccine campaign was carried out for parasite
control. The good condition of animals was verified, as well as the follow-up and care given
by participants to the delivered animals.

» COOPERATIVES FORMATION
Enap Sipetrol promoted processes to strengthen producers’ cooperatives through continued
training at Virgen del Carmen and Nueva Esmeraldas communities.

» AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
MARKETING WORKSHOPS
During the first semester 2011, Enap Sipetrol delivered training workshops on agricultural
products marketing, and the search for markets to sell the area’s products addressed
to Diez de Agosto, Santa Rosa and Virgen del Carmen communities. As a result of the
program, 113 Amazonia families acquired general knowledge on marketing and market
research, and learnt the different strategies to market their products with a better profit.
They were also sensitized on the importance of marketing their products in new markets,
reducing transportation costs and increasing their profits. Also, they identified new marketing spots and they became aware of added value alternatives for their products, and
how to avoid intermediates’ sale.
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GRI CONTENTS
» GRI INDICATORS AND COMMUNICATION ON PROGRESS OF THE GLOBAL COMPACT PRINCIPLES
CODE

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

GC
PRINC.

PAGE

STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS
1.1

CEO Presentation.

6

1.2

ENAP Sustainability Strategy

8

COMPANY PROFILE
cover, 22

2.1

Company Name.

2.2

Products and services.

2.3

Operational Structure of the company,
subsidiaries and associates.

22, 25, 29
31, 33, 38

2.4

Location of company’s headquarters.

22,24

2.5

Countries where the Company operates.

2.6

Company’s ownership and juridical structure.

2.7

Markets served.

2.8

Company size.

22

2.9

Company’ size and structure changes.

23

2.10

Awards and acknowledgments.

34

52

22,24,25,29
22
50, 53

REPORT PARAMETERS
3.1

Reporting period.

16

3.2

Date of previous report.

16

3.3

Report presentation cycle.

16

3.4

Contact point.

16

3.5

Process to define report’s content.

18

3.6

Boundary of yhe report

17

3.7

Scope limitations.

17

3.8

Basis to include joint-business
information.

17

3.9

Data measurement techniques and
calculation basis.

17

3.10

Effect of Previous reports’ information
restatement.

17

3.11

Changes related to previous terms
regarding scope and coverage.

17

3.12

GRI indicators and their connection
with the Global Compact.
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3.13

Assurance

17

CODE

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

GC
PRINC.

PAGE

GOVERNMENT, STAKEHOLDERS’
COMMITMENTS AND PARTICIPATION
4.1

Company’s Board of Directors.

36

4.2

Indicate if the Chairman of the Board
also holds an executive position.

36

4.3

Independent and non-executive
members of the Board.

36

4.4

Employees’ mechanisms to address
the Board.

36

4.5

Linkage between compensation for
members of the highest governance
body, senior managers, and executives
and Company’s performance

36

4.6

Processes in place for the highest
governance body to ensure conflicts
of interest are avoided

39

4.7

Training and experience required from
Board members to lead the Company’
strategy on social, environmental and
economic aspects.

36

4.8

Statements of mission and values,
Codes of conduct and principles.

39

4.9

Procedures of the highest governance
body for overseeing the organization’s
identification and management of
economic, environmental, and social
performance.

36

4.10

Processes for evaluating the highest
governance body’s own performance,
particularly with respect to economic,
environmental, and social performance.

36

4.11

Explanation of whether and how the
precautionary approach or principle
is addressed by the organization

40

4.12

Externally developed economic,
environmental, and social charters.

42

4.13

Memberships in associations.

4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged
by the Company.

45

4.15

Basis for identification and selection
of the Company’ Stakeholders.

45,103,
109

4.16

Approaches adopted to include
Stakeholders.

45,103,
109

4.17

Aspects of interest arisen through
Stakeholders’ engagement and the
Company’s response.

19, 44

43, 56
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GRI CONTENTS
» GRI INDICATORS AND COMMUNICATION ON PROGRESS OF THE GLOBAL COMPACT PRINCIPLES
CODE

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

GC
PRINC.

PAGE

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
EC 1

Direct economic value generated
and distributed.

EC 2

Financial implications and other risks
and opportunities for the organization’s
activities due to climate change.

7

Total water withdrawal by source.

8

72, 73

11

EN 9

Water sources significantly affected
by withdrawal of water.

8

72

EN 10

Percentage and total volume of water
recycled and reused.

8-9

73

EN 11

Location and size of land owned, leased,
managed in, or adjacent to, protected
areas and areas of high biodiversity value
outside protected areas.

8

75

EN 12

Description of significant impacts of activities,
products, and services on biodiversity
in protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas.

8

74

EN 13

Habitats protected or restored.

8

76,77,78

EN 14

Strategies, current actions, and future
plans for managing impacts on
biodiversity.

8

74

OG 4

Number and percentage of significant
operating sites in which biodiversity risk
has been assessed and monitored.

EN 15

Number of IUCN Red List species and
national conservation list species with
habitats in areas affected by operations,
by level of extinction risk

EN 16

EC 4

Significant financial assistance
received from government

62

EC 5

Standard initial salary and minimum
local salary ratio.

EC 6

Policy and practice related to local
suppliers.

EC 7

Procedures for local hiring.

EC 8

Infrastructure and services rendered
investment, mainly for public benefit.

EC 9

Indirect economic impacts and
their scope.

64

OG 1

Volume and type of estimated
proved reserves and production.

25

1

62
63

6

63
64,109

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
DMA EN

Environmental management focus.

66

EN 1

Materials used, by weight or volume.

8

67

Percentage of recycled materials used.

8-9

67

EN 3

Energy direct consumption broken down
as per primary source.

8

68

OG 2

Total amount invested in
renewable energy.

71

OG 3

Total amount of renewable energy
generated by source.

71

EN 4

Energy indirect consumption broken
down as per primary source.

EN 7

PAGE

EN 8

62

EN 6

GC
PRINC.

61

Coverage of the organization’s
defined benefit plan obligations.

EN 5

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

EC 3

EN 2

CODE

8

69

Energy savings due to efficiency
preservation and improvements.

8-9

70

Initiatives to supply efficient products
and services for energy consumption
based on renewable energies.

8-9

Initiatives to reduce energy indirect
consumption and reduction achieved

8-9

8

75

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas
emissions by weight.

8

80, 86

EN 17

Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas
emissions by weight.

8

80

EN 18

Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas
emission and reductions achieved.

7-8-9

56, 81

EN 19

Emissions of ozone-depleting
substances by weight.

8

81

EN 20

NO, SO, and other significant air
emissions by type and weight.

8

81

EN 21

Total water discharge by quality
and destination.

8

83

OG 5

Volume and disposal of formation or
produced water.

EN 22

Total weight of waste by type and
disposal method.

EN 23

Total number and volume of significant
spills.

OG 6

Volume of flared and vented hydrocarbon.

71

70

74

73
8

84

8

82
82
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GRI CONTENTS
» GRI INDICATORS AND COMMUNICATION ON PROGRESS OF THE GLOBAL COMPACT PRINCIPLES
CODE

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

GC
PRINC.

PAGE

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
OG 7

Amount of drilling waste (drill mud and cuttings)
and strategies for treatment and disposal.

EN 24

Weight of transported, imported, exported,
or treated waste deemed hazardous
under the terms of the BaselConvention.
Identity, size, protected status, and
biodiversity value of water bodies and
related habitats significantly affected by
the reporting organization’s discharges of
water and runoff.

EN 25

EN 26

Initiatives to mitigate environmental
impacts of product and services, and
extent of impact mitigation.

OG 8

Benzene, lead and sulfur content in fuels..

EN27

Percentage of products sold and their
packaging materials that are reclaimed by
category.
Monetary value of significant fines and
total number of non-monetary sanctions
for non-compliance with environmental
laws and regulations.

EN 28

EN 29

EN 30

Significant environmental impacts of
transporting products and other goods
and materials used for the organization’s
operations, and transporting members of
the workforce.
Total environmental protection
expenditures and investments by type.

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

GC
PRINC.

PAGE

LABOR PRACTICE AND ETHICS
84

LA 7

Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost
days, and absenteeism, and total number of
work-related fatalities, by region and by gender.

1

94

LA 8

Education, training, counseling, prevention,
and risk-control programs in place.

1

96

LA 9

Health and safety topics covered in formal
agreements with trade unions.

1

96

LA 10

Average hours of training per year per
employee, by gender, and by employee
category.

97

LA 11

Programs for skills management and
lifelong learning.

97

54

LA 12

Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development
reviews, by gender.

97

8-9

54

LA 13

8

85

8

84

8

83

7-8-9

54

LA 14
8

7-8-9

86

Labor management approach.

90

LA 1

Total workforce by employment type,
employment contract, and region, broken
down by gender.

91

LA 2

Total number and rate of new employee
hires and employee turnover by age group,
gender, and region.

6

Social benefits provided to full-time
employees.

92

LA 15

Return to work and retention rates after
parental leave, by gender.

92

Percentage of employees covered by
collective bargaining agreements.

1-3

93

LA 5

Minimum notice period(s) regarding
significant operational changes.

3

93

LA 6

Percentage of total workforce represented
in formal joint management-worker health
and safety committees.

1

95

98

1-6

98

Percentage and total number of significant
investment agreements and contracts that
include clauses incorporating human rights
concerns, or that have undergone human
rights screening.

1-2-3
4-5-6

100

HR 2

Percentage of significant suppliers,
contractors, and other business partners
that have undergone human rights
screening, and actions taken.

1-2-3
4-5-6

100

1-2-3
4-5-6

100

HR 3

Total hours of employee training on
policies and procedures concerning
aspects of human rights that are
relevant to operations, including the
percentage of employees trained.

HR 4

Total number of incidents of discrimination
and corrective actions taken.

1-2-6

100

HR 5

Operations and significant suppliers identified in which the right to exercise freedom
of association and collective bargaining may
be violated or at significant risk.

1-2-3

100

1-2-5

100

1-2-4

100

1-2

100

HR 6

LA 4

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of
women to men by employee category.

1-6

HR 1

92, 98

LA 3

Composition of governance bodies and
breakdown of employees per employee
category according to gender, age group,
minority group membership, and other
indicators of diversity.

HUMAN RIGHTS

87, 88

LABOR PRACTICE AND ETHICS
DMA LA

CODE

Operations and significant suppliers identified
as having significant risk for incidents of child
labor, and measures taken to contribute to the
effec tive abolition of child labor.

HR 7

Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents
of forced or compulsory labor, and measures
to contribute to the elimination of all forms
of forced or compulsory labor.

HR 8

Percentage of security personnel trained in
the organization’s policies or procedures
concerning aspects of human rights.
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GRI CONTENTS
» GRI INDICATORS AND COMMUNICATION ON PROGRESS OF THE GLOBAL COMPACT PRINCIPLES
CODE

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

GC
PRINC.

PAGE

HUMAN RIGHTS
1-2

102

Total number of incidents of violations
involving rights of indigenous people and
actions taken.

OG 9

Operations where indigenous communities
are present or affected by activities and
where specific engagement strategies are
in place.

102

HR 10

Percentage and total number of operations
that have been subject to human rights
reviews and/or impact assessments.

100

Number of grievances related to human
rights filed, addressed, and resolved
through formal grievance mechanisms.

100

Local community engagement, impact
assessments, and development programs.

102, 106
108, 110

SO 9

Operations with significant potential or
actual negative impacts on local communities.

102

Prevention and mitigation measures
implemented in operations with significant
potential or actual negative impacts on
local communities.

102

OG 10

Number and description of significant
disputes with local communities and
indigenous peoples.

102

OG 11

Number of sites that have been decommissioned and sites that are in the process
of being decommissioned.

66

SO 2

Percentage and total number of business
units analyzed for risks related to corruption.

10

SO 3

Percentage of workers trained in organization’s
anti-corruption policies and procedures.

10

SO 4

Actions taken in response to incidents
of corruption.

10

SO 5

Public policy positions and participation
in public policy development and lobbying.

10

Total value of financial and in-kind
contributions to political parties,
politicians,and related institutions by country.

10

SO 7

SO 8

Total number of legal actions for
anticompetitive behavior, anti-trust, and
monopoly practices and their outcomes.
Monetary value of significant fines and
total number of non-monetary sanctions for
noncompliance with laws and regulations.

PAGE

Operations where involuntary resettlement
took place, the number of households
resettled in each and how their livelihoods
were affected in the process.

102

OG 13

Number of process safety events,
by business activity.

94

RESPONSIBILITY WITH PRODUCTS
DMA PR

SO 1

SO 6

GC
PRINC.

OG 12

40

Life cycle stages in which health and safety
impacts of products and services are
assessedfor improvement, and percentage
of significant products and services categories
subject to such procedures.

PR 2

Total number of incidents of non-compliance
with regulations and voluntary codes
concerning health and safety impacts of
products and services, by type of outcomes.

1

54

1
58
8

PR 3

Type of product and service information
required by procedures, and percentage
of significant products and services subject
to such information requirements.

PR 4

Total number of incidents of non-compliance
with regulations and voluntary codes
concerning product and service information
and labeling, by type of outcomes.

58

PR 5

Practices related to customer satisfaction,
including results of surveys measuring
customer satisfaction.

53

PR 6

Programs for adherence to laws, standards,
and voluntary codes related to marketing
communications, including advertising,
promotion, and sponsorship.

PR 7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance
with regulations and voluntary codes
concerning marketing communications,
including advertising, promotion, and
sponsorship, by type of outcomes.

58

PR 8

Total number of substantiated complaints
regarding breaches of customer privacy
and losses of customer data.

58

PR 9

Monetary value of significant fines for
non-compliance with laws and regulations
concerning the provision and use of products
and services

58

OG 14

Volume of biofuels produced and purchased
meeting sustainability criteria.

56

40
40
43
43
58

99

53

Products’ management approach

PR 1

SOCIETY

SO 10

INDICATOR DESCRIPTION

SOCIETY

HR 9

HR 11

CODE

8

1

54

58
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
» ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONYMS
ACHS

Asociación Chilena de Seguridad

ARPEL

Regional association of oil, gas and biofuels sector
companies in latin america and the Caribbean.

BIOCOMSA

Biofuels Technological Consortium

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

CO2-eq

Carbon Dioxide equivalent

CORFO

Corporación de Fomento de la Producción

COV

Volatile Organic Compounds

DAO

Storage and Oil Pipelines Department

E&P

Exploration and Production

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

ERA

Aconcagua Refinery

ERBB

Bío Bío Refinery

ERNC

Unconventional Renewable Energy

ERSA

Enap Refinerías S.A.

GEI

Greenhouse Gas

GJ

Giga-joule (energy unit)

GLP

Petroleum liquefid Gas

GNL

Liquefied Natural Gas

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

HSEQ

Health, Safety, Environment & Quality

IF

Frequency Index

IG

Seriousness Index

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

MDC

Mauro Dávalos Cordero

MDL

Clean Development Mechanism

MINSEGPRES

Ministry General Secretary to the President

MP 10

10 micrometers particulate matter

MP 2,5

2.5 micrometers particulate matter

NOx

Nitrogen Oxide

PBH

Paraíso-Biguno-Huachito

PBHI

Paraíso, Biguno, Huachito e Intracampos

R&C

Refining & Marketing

RCA

Environmental Qualification Resolution

Respel

Hazardous Residues

Riles

Liquid Industrial Residues

RSE

Corporate Social Responsability

SEIA

Environmental Impact Assessment System

SENCE

Training & Employment National Service

SEREMI

Regional Ministry Secretary

Sipetrol

Sociedad Internacional Petrolera S.A.

SO2

Sulfur Dioxide

SOx

Suflur Oxide

UTM

Monthly Taxation Unit

Glossary
» FORMATION WATER

» GAS LIFT

Water driven to the surface during
hycrocarbons’ production.

Gas injected to producing wells to
enable oil extraction.

» BIO-FUEL

» GEI

Fuel made of vegetal material.

Greenhouse gas.

» BARREL

» FLARED IHYDROCARBON

Volumetric measure corresponding
to 42 gallons (158.97 liters).

The one taken to operational systems
and consumed with combustion, including
routine and non-routine flaring.

» BATTERIES

RESERVES

Fuel used in household heating
(known as paraffin).

» RAMSAR SITE

» CO2-EQ

Voluntary and controlled escape of
non-flared gas.

» RAMSAR CONVENTION

» PROVED RESERVES

International convention executed at
Ramsar city, in Iran, in 1971, promoting the
preservation and rational use of wetland
worldwide. Currently, with 162 adhering
countries representing 2046 Ramsar sites.

Hydrocarbon quantities that after analysis
of geological and engineering data, may
be estimated with reasonable certainty
as commercially recoverable from a given
date on, from known reservoirs and under
current economic conditions, operational
methods and Governmental regulations.
Proven Reserves may be divided into
Developed and Undeveloped.

3,785 liters.

» UNDEVELOPED PROVEN

» KEROSENE

» VENTED HYDROCARBON

» GALLON

RESERVES
Reserves expected to be recovered from the
existing wells, including reserves behind
pipelines. Improved recovery reserves are
considered as developed once the necessary equipment has been installed, or when
the costs required are relatively lower.

Reserves expected to be recovered:
1) from new wells or undrilled areas, 2) from
deepening of existing wells at a different
reservoir, or 3) when a significant expense is
required to re-complete an existing well or
production facilities.

Set of storage tanks.

Universal measure unit indicating global
warming potential (PCG) of each greenhouse gas as expressed in terms of one
carbon dioxide unit’s PCG.

» DEVELOPED PROVEN

Area that given its global ecological
significance has been included in the list of
wetland with international significance of
Ramsar Convention.

» VINAPU
ENAP’s fuels storage terminal at Easter Island.
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Verificación Limitada Independiente - Reporte de Sustentabilidad 2011 de ENAP

Independent Limited Verification – ENAP Sustainability Report ENAP

Hemos efectuado una verificación limitada independiente del Reporte de Sustentabilidad 2011 de ENAP.
We have carried out an independent limited verification to ENAP Sustainability Report 2011.

Responsabilidad de la Administración

Management’s Responsibility

Es responsabilidad de la Administración de ENAP la preparación y presentación del Reporte de Sustentabilidad 2011 de

las guías del
Global Reporting
Initiative,
G3.1 (“GRI–G3.1”),
el Suplemento
para el Sector Petróleo y
Itacuerdo
is ENAP’con
Management
responsibility
to prepare
and fileversión
the Sustainability
Report 2011y pursuant
to the guidelines
Gas (el “Suplemento Sectorial”). Esta responsabilidad incluye diseñar, implementar y mantener controles internos para la
of Global Reporting Initiative, version G3.1 (“GRI–G3.1”), and the Oil and Gas Sector Supplement para el Sector (the
adecuada preparación y presentación del Reporte de Sustentabilidad.
“Sector Supplement”). Such responsibility includes designing, implementing and maintaining internal controls for
the
adequate preparation
filing of the Sustainability Report.
Responsabilidad
deland
Verificador
Verifier’s
Nuestra Responsibility
responsabilidad consiste en emitir una conclusión respecto de la información divulgada en el Reporte de

Sustentabilidad 2011, con base en nuestro trabajo.

Our responsibility consists in issuing a conclusion on the information disclosed in the Sustainability Report 2011,
Nuestro
trabajo
efectuado
based
on the
tasksfue
carried
out. de acuerdo con las normas de verificación establecidas por la Federación Internacional de

Contadores en la Norma Internacional para Trabajos de Verificación (ISAE) 3000. Dicha norma requiere que cumplamos

contasks
requisitos
éticos y planifiquemos
trabajo
con el objetivo
obtener unInternational
grado de aseguramiento
Our
were performed
in accordanceytorealicemos
verificationnuestro
standards
as established
by thede
Accountants’
limitado respecto
a si ha llegado
a nuestro
conocimiento
algún
asunto
haga pensar
que
la we
información
Federation
on the International
Standard
for Verification
Tasks
(ISAE)
3000. que
Suchnos
standard
requires
that
comply contenida
en el
Reporte
de Sustentabilidad
2011
noand
cumple,
en todos
sus
aspectos
significativos,
cona los
criterios
del GRI-G3.1, y el
with
ethical
requirements
and that we
plan
carry out
our job
with
the purpose
of achieving
limited
assurance
Suplemento Sectorial.
as regards our becoming aware of any issue leading us to believe that the information contained in the Sustainability
Report 2011 does not comply in all its significant aspects with the GRI-G3.1, and the Sector Supplement’s criteria.

En un trabajo de verificación limitada los procedimientos de recopilación de evidencia son más limitados que en un
trabajo de verificación razonable, y por lo tanto, se obtiene un menor nivel de aseguramiento del que se obtendría en un
During
limited
verification
job, evidence
gathering procedures
are more
limited than
in case
a reasonable
trabajoa de
verificación
razonable.
Los procedimientos
seleccionados
dependen
del juicio
delofverificador
independiente,
verification
consequently
lower
assurance
is achieved.
Selected procedures
depend
onaspectos
the judgment
of
incluyendojob,
la evaluación
dealos
riesgos
que ellevel
Reporte
de Sustentabilidad
no cumpla
en sus
significativos
con los
the
independent
verifier, yincluding
the assessment
criterios
del GRI-G3.1
el Suplemento
Sectorial.of the risks that the Sustainability Report does not comply in its
significant aspects with the GRI-G3.1, and the Sector Supplement’s criteria.

Dentro del alcance de nuestro trabajo, realizamos, entre otros, los siguientes procedimientos:

 planificación
acuerdo
la following
relevancia
y volumenamong
de la información
presentada en el Reporte de
Within
the scope ofdel
ourtrabajo
job, wede
carried
out athe
procedures,
other:
Sustentabilidad
2011,
• job
planning according
to the relevance and volume of the information presented in the Sustainability Report 2011,
obtención delcontrols,
entendimiento de los controles internos,
• understanding
realizacióndifferent
de entrevistas
a diversos
funcionarios
de información para el Reporte,
• interviewing
employees
supplying
informationproveedores
for the Report,
constatación,
sobre
la base
de pruebas,
que in
losthe
datos
incluidos
en el Reporte
sonsupporting
consistentes con sus documentos de
• based
on evidence,
prove
that the
data included
Report
are consistent
with their
respaldo y/o
provienen
de fuentes
soportes verificables,
documents
and/or
come from
sources que
withcuentan
verifiablecon
support,
 comprobación que la información financiera incluida en el Reporte de Sustentabilidad 2011 se deriva de los registros
• verifying that financial information included in the Sustainability Report 2011 is derived from accounting records,
contables,
• visiting Biobío and Aconcagua Refineries of ENAP Refinerías subsidiary, the corporate office of ENAP Sipetrol
 visitas a las Refinerías Biobío y Aconcagua de la filial ENAP Refinerías, a las oficinas corporativas de la filial ENAP
subsidiary
Office.
Sipetrol yand
a laENAP
CasaMain
Matriz
de ENAP.
Our
limitedtrabajo
verification
job also included
proving
the application
of una
GRI-G3.1
requirements
sustainability
Nuestro
de verificación
limitada
comprendió
también
constatación
de la for
aplicación
de losreports
requerimientos
with
application
level A+. para reportes de sustentabilidad con nivel de aplicación A+.
previstos
por GRI-G3.1

Conclusión
Conclusion
Con base
enresults
los resultados
de nuestro
trabajo
dewe
verificación
limitada,
no ha
llegado
nuestro
Based
on the
of our limited
verification
job,
have not become
aware
of any
issuea that
leadsconocimiento
us to believe ningún
asunto
que
nos haga pensar
eldoes
Reporte
de Sustentabilidad
2011 deaspects,
ENAP no
cumple,
en todos
sus aspectos
that
ENAP
Sustainability
Reportque
2011
not comply,
in all its significant
with
GRI-G3.1,
application
level
significativos,
con
los criterios
del GRI-G3.1, para el nivel de aplicación A+, y el Suplemento Sectorial.
A+,
and the Sector
Supplement
criteria.
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